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PREFACE

Career-education :evaluation has received anlnerdiing amount of

attention in the past several years, ItS importgnce has been emphasized

clearly and its methodologies discussed widely. EValuationof all edu-
o

cational programs is, and probably will be', a"high priority for years to

come. Career education is now probably among the most extensively evalu-

0

ated of ".S. educational movements.

However, 'there }doom for improvement in eareer education.program

evaluation. To identify needed improvements, 81 final performance and

evaluation reports of K-12 career education projects were examined. I

The publication that follows is a compilation'of four parts. Part I

is a iiscutsion of common pitfalls in career' education evaluation design,

r
executi.iron, and ;reporting. P4rt II presents several high-quality evaluation

strategies identified-in reviewed reports. Part III, addressed specifically

to prciject directors,.cOncerns the effective utilization of contractual

evalnatio,services. Part IV, separate .in earligr editions, is a checklist
4

.

and'explanation of terms used forrreporting resultsof student ouEcome

studies in career education.

The Office of Career Education in USOE extends thanks to Nest Educa-

tional Dilections, Inc., (NED)a'nonprofit service organization of Criwfords-

vile, Indiana 47933 and to Deborah G. nonnet, NED Senior Regearch Associate.

lew Educational Directions prepared this report under a grant from the

OffiCe of Career Education (G007604329),

7'

-- Kenneth.B. Hoyt, Director .

Office of Career Education
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INITRODUCTIOii

Pufmt4 Inctwie d'in the Peviem

The project of which'thIs report is one product was designed to

encOmpass 108 career' education programs funded' by the.U..C.. Office of

EduCatitn duri 'gg the 1975-76 academic year. The projects, funded

under two separate Federal programs.werer 17 three -year grants from
a

the Bureau of qrcupat ional and Adult 'Education pursuant to' Section 104

(c), Part D of Public Law 90-5671,and 61 grants and contracts funded for
.

one year by the Office of Career -Education (OCE) under Section 406,

4
7it'le Iv of Public Law 932380: 111 Part D projects were designed to

incorporate grades K-12, K-14, or K-Adult. The OCE projects included
. ,

those in funding Categoties f fK-12 incremental improvement), 2 (senior

.high school. settings)., 3 (special populatio ns) and one program for

adults funded in Category 5 fcommunications),

7
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However, all 108 projects were not included in the review: Some

'had.not4et submittediptheir final performance and evaluation reports

as of our cut-off date ofMarch 4, 1977, even though the large majority,
4

of the repotts here dueSeptember:30, 1976.: pa few,reports which were

reviewed were not included in the analyses discussed in this report

because the programs were not designed to develop and test-strategies

for career eduCating students; onesuch program was for the'deVelop--

Sant of a state plan for career eduCation.which was funded under OCE's
-

Category 1. Another report in-. this series, That Does Career Education

Do For Kids: A Synthesis of 1075 -76 Evaluation Rescults addresSes'only

the projects reporting. student impact evaluation results.at_the K -12

level which met the criteria.for inclusidn in,that synthesis.

-The number of projects falling'under 'each of these circumstances

is shown beloy:

OCE Part D '', -Total

Proposed for review a 47. 108

Final performance and-
.

evaluation reports received'',
by NED as of 3/4/77.. .4Y . 32 81.

Addressed in this rep9rt 45 32

Met criteria for inOlusion
in Synthesis of,,atudent

.

.mpact evaluation resulti. 21; 26 . 47

Evalua-tion

-The term epaluati-on'As defined very broadly here to include act-

IvItiea usually cantidered measureTqnt or aeseeament.

We have made no'distinctions between evaluative data and descrip

tive;data partially beCause what maY be:purely descriptiVeto one per-

son could be evaluative ttd another. For.example, a report of°the num-

ber` of school Staff members trained through'a project may in some

cireUmstan&es be an indication of-the prOject;s success' in sparking

local interest in career education, whereas in other Casedsthesame data

wauld have no meaningfdI evaluative implidations.

Another reason for usir4 albroadrdefinition of evaluation is that4

data which. alone are only descriptive often'serve as crucial. components

of evaluation systems andvlead.to PAraluative conclusions when inter-

preted in conjunction with Other components of the Systems:
,

4,
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Program evaluation has many purposes and serves the needs of a num-

ber ofaudienced%-but among its most important functions is its role in

the responsibility of exemplary projects to develop.mode ) programs suit-
.

'able for replication in -other settings. Thissrimary.Mi Ion of

emPlary or demonstration projects. entail's not only the development of

programs and'lines of communication with potential adopters of the pro-'

grams, but alto includes providing enough informatten about the model pro-
.

gram to altow others to make informed decisioris of.whether it should be

adopted in their schools. This means that the-potential adopter needs and

deserves. answers to the,qu,stion, "Does this program work?", butgthe pro-

grameffectiveness'asof little concern if the question, "What is the'

program?" cannot be answered. Thus, documentatioh of a program's effects

is 9ot sufficient; the probable causes of the effects also must be doc--

y umented if exemplary programs are to have value.for schools other than

those Ohere they were developed. Since precise and quantitative desCrip-

tions of the tasks and resources' involved in installing a model program
.

and inimplementing it are important components of,the evaluation system,

it is important to consider these components in analyzing( career education

4cvaluion..
-7

Three-Types.of Evaluation
.

Ev'aluation is generally considered to:be of.two types -- process and

outcome or formative and summative. However, we have:foUnd three cate-

gories to be more meaningful forexternally-fundedtareer eduCationpro -

jects. The typical sequence 'of events for such projects -is: 1) The

funpd project staff members develop implert8nt varibua strategies
4

-

designed to bring about 2) educational reforM, )These changes in inatruc

tionalpractices and in the relationships between the school

in turn, have 3) an affect on students. Depending on how it

(2)'above could_be considered either-a process or an outcome

use 6f-three levels of .evaluation rather than the usual two.

strategies are,categorized here as1) project strat4y assessment,.2)

educational reform outcome assessment, or 3) student outcome assessment

and community,

is viewed,

; thus, the

Evaluation

on the his of the level at which evaluation data have the most direct

bearing. ThuS, studeht achievement'results are.classified as student 4

outcome assessment data evtn though,they may reflect the` effectiveness of

'A



prOjeCt strategies and the extent of educational reform. The illustration

below demonstrates a typical.sequence of events and the level associated
K

with each.'

Level ,Event

Project Strategiba Project staff develop training-program.
Teacher's are trained.

Educational Reform Teachers'develop;positive 6titudes
Outcome toward career edueatioti.

Teachers diVelop career"education
knowledge and skills.
Teachers implement Clireer eduCation
activities with -students (Students

"experience career education activities).

Student develop new skills, attitudes,
, and knowledge.

:Student Outcome'

categorizing ents and their associated evaluation'strategies in

.this manner looses reaning ih cases where the f)lnded staff members

assume a major role in the direct delivery of career education exper-

fences to students,, such as in most experience-based career education

.(ERCE) programs, However, in .the vast Ma rity of,projects-encompassed

by this reviel,thp primary toles of the.funded staff were to design pro-

grams and'to inflU"ence other educators and community members to imple-

'went them; some contact with'students generallt was maintained but,thip

was rarely central torthe,staffis responsibilitieS,

41_
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, PART 1

CRITIQUE OF COMMON EVALUATION PRACTICES

.).t)

Overall-Evaluation Designs 0

Evaluation designs were inmost cases multi-faceted, addressing

numerous process,and outcome objectives. 'Virtually every project re

portethat least one evaluation activity concerned Withproject strategies

and educatiorial refoTm outcomes and the great majority (88% of Part D

and 78% of OCE) included student impact assessment data. Furthermore,

student impact assessments tended to be comprehensive, focusing on

several objectives at each of several grade levels'. A.. typical -student

jmpact evaluation consisted of assessments of three or four objectives j

at each of three or four grade levels. Nevertheless, the strategies and-

resources leadingto success or failure'in achieving student outcome

objectives tended to be inadequately defined;

Inadequate information-about project strategies and activities. ,A

mejor concern of potential adapters of exemplary programs and of other

audiences of'final reports is the logistics of project management, inL-

scluding such matters as the skills required of project staff members and

the equipment and facilities needed for project operation. Information

about Project strategies rand activities is interesting in itself and. also

serves as a backgrourvA:ol. the interpretation of outcome evaluation-resUlts.

Table lists fourteen aspects of manageMent which are pertinent to

all of the 77 projectslncluded in our review and which are likely to in-

fluehce-a project's success in effecting educational reform and student

impact. As'demonstrated in the-table, many of these project management

variables ardly are tentioned'in.final reports; even fewer reports than

indicated in the table addresg.these topics thoroughly.

We must point out, however, that the standards'NED implicitly set

for final reports by. identifying; the kinds of information ye expected to

nind in thell are our standards. The projects generating the reports had no
,.

access to them. The federal government had not endorsed them, not have

they yet, nor are they likely to Although our first reaction ttlthe

finding that less than half of the reports indiCated the number of

positions on the project staff was' one of alarm, this initial response

was emperea by the realization thatmothing in the instructions indicated .

that this information may be of interest to the readers of final reports.



Both Part D and OCE instructions tor preparing performance reports are

by necessity in the form of outlines which identify broad topics defined

in general terms. It would behoove project staffs apd evaluators'alike
.

to recognizetat these instructions are the result of a complex series

of compromis s among several Overnment agencies and that they represent

only minimum requirements.

An indication of the typical report's failure to quantify major

project activities or to _Address the quality of those eferts'ia seen in

discussions of school staff development in career education, which was

a major function of. 76 of the 77 projects.
. .

_
Only 33 of the project performance reports and 9 evaluation reports

discussed either the Content or the logistics of staff training. The

total number of training sessions offered by the project vas indicated

in the project performance and/or evaluation report in 21 cases, but an

unduplicated countlbf the school staff members involved in training was
m 1

given for only 10 projects and in only 3 cases was the average amount*,0,

of training per staff member indicated. Slightly over half of the proc.

sects' evaluations included assessments of the quality of at least one

training session either in terms of its affect on participantst knowl-. ,

edge and attitudes or in terms oitheir satisfaction with the session.

However, total staff developmeri programs, which usually consist of

multiple training sessions employing' several training modes,' were

assessed qualitatively-in only 15 cases. Data indicating the quantity

and quality of other project functions such as community education and

Materials development are similarly sparse.

- Inadequate information about career education activities resulting

.from the project*s efforts. The weakest elethent of evaluation designs

. was usually in the identification of the amount and type of career

education activities taking place. This probiem took two forMs.

Fiefii, projects' educational refarm outcomes rarely were assessed

'thok'oughly; only five reports provided clear indicatiots of which groups

contributed to the program's development.and implementation,hich
.ways, and to what degree. ,This is particularly ironic Tor OCE" programs

in Category 1, as their main focus was to be on demonstrIti4;inCre-
1 ,

mental quality improvement defined in terms of educational reform Out-
,.3comes.

12"
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Second student impact evaluations tended to be unclear-conderning

the amo and type of career education experienced by the students whose

outcomes we e measured. Thus, the effectiveness of many student eat-

,/ivities and programs was reported without those activities and programs

being defined-

TABLE 1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

,Percentages of project and evaluation reports which discussed any aspect

lof the following components of project management:

Pro ect Evaluator

rListfng offunded staff positions 395. 16%

Qualifications or backgrounds of
funded staff

17% 8%

Funded staff training 25%

Coordination and communication 26% -
4%

among funded staff

Location of prp
i(e.g., in a sch

ect's office(s)
ol)

19% 5%

Project facilities (e.g., office 3%

,spac, equipment)

iFiscal management policies 3% 1%

Cost 'analysis beyond the required
financial status report

9% 14%

'Chronological plan for program 57% ;12%

'development

Methods of announcing the avail-
.

78e; 18%

'ability. of project services

Strategies for securing parti-
cipation in project activities

25% 8%

Logistics and/or topics of 43% 12%

!school staff ng

(Composition an. /or accomplish- 55% 14%

Invents of advisory committee

Obstacles or problems encountered 455 230



The result of this veakness is that evaluation designs were often

fragmented, consisting of discrete sets of data which had little bearing
on one another. For example, en evaluation may consist of a description
of a career education curriculum guide, participants' assessments of .a

staff development program in the guide's proper use, and measurement of
changes in students' decision-making skills. 1A. evaluation results

indicate that trainees were satisfied with the qUality of the staff de-

velopment program but that students' decision-making skills did not im-

prove, it could be inferred that the activities suggested in the curricu-
lum guide are ineffective. But this could be entirely incorrect, be-
cauie we would not know whether the staff development program led to the
actual use of the curriculum guide, whether it was used as intended, or

whether it was used in the instruction of the students who were tested.

,Thus, we would not know whether to revise the'curriculum guide, the

training program, or both;'all we know is that the staff were satisfied

with the training program, and that students' decision-making skills\did

not improve.

Lack of transportable recommendations. As evidenced in Recommenda-

tions for the Implementation and Management of Career Education Projects,

project staffs and evaluators offered a number of transportable recommen-

dations, as well as ones directed specifically to the project's locale.

Nevertheless, many evaluations did not include this final step in the

evaluation process. Same resulted in specific recommendations for the

evaluated project, as they should, but d4d not address the needs of

potential, adopters of the exemplary program. Several evaluators made

comments such as, "Since the project was not refunded for next year, no

recommendations are'offered for the program's improvement", which seem

to indicate that the evaluation was intended to serve only local needs

and to serve hem only go long as career educatioh was supported through

special funds.

1 ,1
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4
Reporting

,1

Insufficient information. By far the most glaring weakness of career

education evaluation is the quality of reporting and the'worst problems :

are ones of omission. .Evaluation reports, on the whole, fail to provide

enough information abort either the program under evaluation or. about the

evaluation itself to allow the reader to interpret_and use the resulti.

The problem is evident in the findings presented above and will also be*

addressed later. The Checklist for Reporting Results of Student Outcome

Studies in Cdreer Education, another, document in this series, provides

guidelines for reporting on student impact evaluations and was designed

to alleviate that part of the problem with evaluation reporting. There-

fore, we will not dwell on topics addressed in the Checklist and will try

to keep our comments on omissions relating to other kinds of evaluatiot

brief.

Organisation. Another common4,but by no means universal, weakness

of evaluation reports is their organization. All too popular is the prd-

fessional journal format, where the report begins with a discussion of all

of the evaluation questiOns, proceeds to descriptions of all of, the in-

struments, pen to the evaluation groups, data-collection procedures,

results, and, finally, the conclusions. Thia-format, although very rea-

sonable for a four-page journal article concerned with one research prob-

lem, can be rather awkward in a thirty-page evaluation report addressing

ten evaluation questions. We are not going to suggest a new standard

'
format because the point we ;fish to make is that there is no one organ-

ization that will-cover all cases optimally. However, each of the fol-

loving bases for organization has worked well in some cases:

* Sections for project strategies, educational reform outcome, and

student impact assessment.

* Each piogram objective or component, or each evaluation question

or hypothesis addressed separately. (So lohg as there is not A

huge number of them.)

* Each data source separately (Such as all teacher data together,

all third-grade student data together, etc.).

z ,

4



Three simple iules of thusib of report organization are:

.* Avoid the need for redundancy. There were cases where a single
set of data was presented and discussed in two or more places
because it related to more than one section of the report as.it
was organiz'ed.

* Place related results in close proximity. For example, discuss-
.ions of the type and amount of career education experienced by
sophomore's at Central High School should be easily associated
with theiroutcomeresults. Pre -test results should be In the
same table or at least on the same page as post-test results.
If a table or the text refers to questionnaire item 8, it should
not be necessary to consult the appendices to find out w4 the
question was.

* Include a table of contents.

References to non-*ended appendices are remarkably common.

Tables which do not indicate what the numbers within them represent
were also encountered.

interna inconsistencies within evaluation reports take the forms
o

of conflicting data (e.g.' two different counts of the number of advi-

sory council meetings); inconsistent titles (of people, tests, etc.);

and conflicts tetween tabulated data and discussions of them (e.g., the
comparison group scored higher than.the career education group accor g
to the tat, but results are as if they were positive.

Poor articulation between the rIveuation report and the project's

Performomelfters. 111010W importi were often redundant, particularly
....21,,,,.."'

in cases where both reports discussedthe activities associatedwitti

each objecti,e/ Still, inconsistencies:of the types listed above were

common betweenthe tilt). reports and important information was Often pre-
sent in neither report. Better coordination betWeen evalUators and

project staffs would make th two reports, more complementary and the

package more thorough. Some dundancy should be retained, perhaps in
the form of each report containing an abstract of the other, but there

is little advantage in.tbs irvaltiatmois "seconding" everything the pro-
ject says, or vice-versa.

Statements that data were collected, but no results given. Some-

times therreason for omitting the results of a particular evaluation

strategy was given. It may be that,a thorough report was prepared pre-

viously and was not included in the final report for the sake of brevity.
,In these cases a synopsis should still be included if for no other reason

.ban to. assure the reader that the motive for the omission is pure. The

same abouli be doe* if the data are not priSented because they were

ic



judged to be of interest only to the project staff.

Negative evaluation findings should not be.coatereclUp? Besides the

ethical issue,-meg*ive findings are useful and should be Cqueyed to

,.others so that they may avoid the same. misteke.
.

Negotiate findings can

also enhance the credibility of the positive ones.

Questionnaires and Intertnews

Almost every evaluation involved'the use of tailor -made instruments

for gathering data such as community members' attitudes toward career'

education, educators' degree of implementation of career education pro-

grams, or students' opinions of career education activities. 'For the most

part these evaluation components were well-conceived and well-executed,'

but.a..;gew errors were committed.repeatedly.,

Poorly worded questions or response options. For example; this

question=,isambiguous because it defines neither "career education'act-
,,

ivity" nor the time frame for the answer:

How many* career education activities have you carried out?

This item, thotgh perfectly clear tdfhe adult-level reader, may have

been over the heads of the junior,high students who were asked it:

Indicate your feelings about the time allowed fOr adequately
cOmrletinE: laboratory activities.
a. too much
b. Just right
c. not enough

The problem with this one-is not so m ch the question itself, but

the meaning of the answer:

Do you understand that career education encompasses aa'educa-
tion:- professional, technical, vocational?
a. yes
b. no

Incomplete information. Questionnaire results should be accompanied

by a list of the questies and an indication ofthe group to whom it was

.administered, the number who completed it, the date of administration,
.

and, if applicable, the return rate. The same types of information are o "
0

needed with interviews. The interview guide should be included and the '

methodology should be described, at letpt to the extent Of indicating

whether interviews were conducted'hy telephone or in pergOn.

a

17 e
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Analyses of results. Most questionnaire and interview data should
be reported-in:iermsof the responses to,each question; total "score"

are meanifigfulon1y4n,specialcases such as lith some attitudinal,

-questionnaires. .In, deciding hOw much detail to report the olodect'ise.

to give enough informsto make meaningful interpretation with-
out bombarding the reader with page after page of numbers. dine extreme

to avoid is illustrated by a case virre Arai-item opinion survey was
given to 45 individuals. Results were averagedvacrcissrespondents anq.

items and reported simply-as "81% positive ". The other extreme is to:

repbrt the responses to each question for each of ten or so groups sep-
arately. InfOrMation is lost by combining some of those...groups, but the

information that remains is more easily interpreted. If results are
11

presented for each.cif several groups (such as elementary, middle school,

and high school staffs),the number of people giving each answer7Should
be converted'to percentages to facilitate comparisons,across,groupet

Open-ended questions are good in some respects, but the results are

difficult to deal with. If they are used, time and resource must be

allowed for organizing the responses and identifying trends within them.

They other alternatives, both of which were taken, are to present lengt

lists of verbatim remarks_or to report simply, "The evaluation team inter=

viewed thirty-two members of the community resource pool and learned

that, all in all, they arekenthusiastic about the program."

Sampling for Student Impact Assessment

A sample is a subset of i population. Samples are used in most

research and evaluation activi(ies because testing everyone in the

population is expensive, inconvenient, and/or impossible. So that the

results of research can be used to make predictions for the population,

procedures are used to ensure that the sample is a subset of the pop-

ulation and that it resembles the population as much as possible.

Therefore, a fundamental consideration in sample selection is, "To what

population do we want to generalize ?" In.prder to answer this question

we. must first establish the purlAise of the) evaluation- and also of the

program.

18
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Exemplary or demonstration projects such as career education proT-
, y

sects funded by the USOF have one primary mission: to develop programs

which c n be adopted or adapted by'other schools to fulfill needs common -

to many, r all American" school systems. This mission implies many re-

sponsibilities for exemplary pralgrams, one of them being to, provide

potential Adopters of their program with sound bases for deciding whether

to try them in their school systems`. That is; a school administrator in.
4

California shbuld be able to predict wheth r a prograM developed in

Arkansas will work in his or her school on he basis of the Arkansas pro-
.

gram's evaluation results. ,

This is equivalent to saying that the students who are choten for the

Arkansas evaluation should"be'representative of a national population, such

as American high school students, gifted fifth-graders, or rural low-in-

'4Eorie kindergarteners. One way--in some respects the best way--to draw.a

representative national sample for testing the program's effectiveness is

to choose randomly from all American rural low-income kindergarteners

forty or so children to undergo the career education :orogram. To the best

of our knowledge, this has never been done. Fortunately, there are other

ways to meet the assumption inherent in all research that the sample

renre3ents the population to which its outcomes are to be generalized.

One of the most feasible ways for field research activities to meet this

assumption involves a somewhat backward logic--students are "selected" for

the exemplary career education progrtimfor whatever reasons (such as their

teachert' interest in career educatiOn), then the _population, which those

students represent isadentified by'describing the group's characteristics

(e.g., low-income rural kindergarteners). A valid way of evaluating such

a program would be to measure its effects on the students who were "se-

lected" to participate in it and to describe precisely what the program

consisted of and which national. population the students represent. Then

the program's potential adopter can predict its effectiveness for members

of his/her student body who represent its same population. Of course, the

larger the population to whom the results'can be generalized, the more

useful are the results to the more school systems. That is, a program

which is found effective for a group of students representing all achieve-

. ment levels may be more appealing than a program which IT demonstrated

its effectiveness only for students of below average achievement.



It is widely believed that in order for career education results
GRia

tb be generalized, the'stlidents involved frr testing must:be selected'

randomly from the school system implementing career education,. This,

is true if the population of interest is students in.the syStem. If
the population is national, students can be chosen randomly from with-

in.the system buttersaMple is,still farfro6 a random sample of the

national population; for all Practical purposes; this sample would be

kp More-random from a national perspective.than a very deliberately
. .

chosen-grqup,miihin the school system. We do not wish to imply that

every conceivable sampling technique will yield valid evaluation re-.

sults, but rather that the practice of testing randbmly=selected

students from the school district or from schools or classrooms

"participating!" in the career education program is not the only valid

sampling plan for career education evaluatiOn.

This sampling strategy has, nonetheless, gained a great deal of pop-

ularity in career education evaluation, peihaps because ecareer educa-
,.

tion's intent to serve all students and because career education is more

often infused into the curriculum than taught as A separate course. Let

us examine what evaluation results tell us if we test, say, 50 sixth-

graders selected at random from four elementary schools participating in

the district's career education program. We will assume that a school's

participation means that all of its teachers have received so minimum

amount_of inservice training and that the project's material and human

resources are available to the school. We still cannot ass e that the

50 children have experienced comparable carper education. For that mat-4,

ter, we should not assume that'all 50 children have experienced career

- education of any amount or type; to do so would be to ignore the widely-

observed tendency for some teachers to reject the concepts of career .

education while others embrace it enthusiastically, for some teachers to

emphasize self-awareness while others concentrate onicareer information, _

for some teachers to rely heavily-on class discussions while others

prefer field trips. Since the only reasonable assumption we can.make

about the career education experiences of these 50 students is that they

probably cliffered.a great deal from student to student, the results of
v,

the evaluatiewould tell us very little about the effectiveness of any

particular set of student activities. What the results Would indicate

is the changes which can he expected in students whose teachers have

4
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access to.the project's resources. That 'is,. is riot really a.student

program 'N-sw 4ch is being assessed. Mather, the evaluation results are an

indirect beasure bf the edudatlor* refbrm 'resulting from Staff develop-

mentand other projedt strategies.

This sampling approach has its value under certain circumstances.

The questions these evaluation-results answer are, "What has the career

education project done for our school system's students?" and, "If
*- 0

another district adopts our staff'developmetat and supportive services'

systems, what student benefits can be anticipated?" -The reason this

sampling approach is listed here 'as a common, weakness of career educati n

evaluations is that it is often applied prematurely, before a more basic

question is answered: "Does our newly-developed student program work?",

or, "Are these really-the experiences we should be asking educators and

community members to provide for students? ".

We cannot determine whether the:program works unless we know that

it has been taught to the, stqdents who are selected for testing the pro-

gram's effectiveness. To m sure that tested students have experienced
. .

,

the prograp we Co begin by
.....

electing irtudentsto participate in the

pilotingtf'a new in-ogram and then measure its, pact,on them.. Another .;.,

approach that is often more practical, especially for projects where the

individull.teacher (or counselors. student, etc.) is left a good,deal of
si

latitude in designing the student program, is to select for testing a

group of students who have experienced the program which most, clearly

resembles the project's model. If the model program is a.,,,separate course,

sample selection is a simple matter of irctifying the course's enrollees

and-testing either all or a random sample of them. If the mode program

it a form of classroom infusion, the evaluation sample usually consists

of the students of teachers who have implemented-the infusion curriculum

to the greatest degree. Of course, students selected in this manner still

7 /will not have experienced exactly the'same.set of career education act-

ivities, even ifthey are drawn from a single classroom, tut_variations

in their experiences will be much smaller than those of students drawn

randomly from""participating" schools.. Ae results of evaluations in-

' volving only "iehtified as treated", students, like those of eval ations

using random §election, are generalizable to the population which the
11.

sample represents and tell us what intact the model program has where it'

is applied rather than the impact of-the of resources for
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applying the program; where those resources may or maynotiWUtitiPied.

,The.distinctipn,tetween tahtlio sampling ajprOaChes looses its meanidg.
.

ng schools receiver.comparaae career ed- 14

ti

' ifc. all students in participat

ucation'instruction, but this appears to be a relatively'rare
_.

Circum-

stance.

- In What Does Career Education Do FOr Kids'?, '569 student outcome

studies are synthesized, where's, 'study" is an assessment of one.out-
,.

comelobjectiVe at one grade lev4l. Only 169 of these studies employed

"identified as treated" sampling plans, even though most of the pro-

jects generating.these studies were in relatively early(stages of pro-

gram development, where the priority'question should concern the

viability of their student programmatic models. It Should.be no sur-

prise that these studies were three time more likely than studies

employing random selection to show statistically significant positive

results (60 + 169 = 36% vs. 48 + 400 = 12%). These. results demonstrate

one advantage -of evaluating programs according to their impact on

studets who are known to halm experienced them.

Research Designs'

Over-reliance on national norms. pne-time testing of'a single

group Of students who are compared to national norms may result in use-
,

tul needs assessment data, but the results are of very limited utility

in evaluating the impact of s, program. Drawing conclusions from results

such.as "after career education, the students scored significantly higher

than the national mean" requires assuming that without career education,

the evaluation sample's mean would be the same as the nationalpop-

ulation's.t This is a questionable assumption for two reasons.

The first is 'that "national

standardizei tests are named om

of national populations than are

norms" are not really national.. Some

larger and more representative samples

others, but all are subject to errors

in estimating the population's score distributions.

*Many of the points made here land in a later section on statistical
analysis arle,addressed more thoroughly in the excellent publication: A
Practical qtidg to Measuring Project Impact on Student Achievement, by
D. Borst, a T.allmadge, and C.. Wood of RMCResearch-Corporation, 1975,
ERIC number 't'D 106376.
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Thesecond problem ia'thilt'there is no reason to expect any given

sample oe studentS tomytch a natiOn-1 population unles >the sample is

drawn randomly ftbm.the national population. Even if every third-grader"-

-isn a school districtistestedf their mean score is likely to be sig-

ni-ficantly difrerent fromthefiftieth.percentile because netpit*the

community nor the local edueationaltsystem is likely to be "typically
.

American" in every relevant way- If the evaluation sample is fairly

small or if it is not representative of the district, the chances of its

matching the national population are reduced further.
-

However, norm - referenced tests hae advantages when used:in other

evaluation designs where there is no need to assume that the students'

Scores would match the, national norm without career education, such as

in studies involving pre-post without comparison group data. 'This use of

norms still,involves assumptions concerning non-career-educated students'

expected post-test performance relative'io their pre-test performanCe but

these relative assumptions are generally more defensible than absolute

ones. This is somewhat parallel to the generalizabiWy Of evaluation

results, in that the educator in Callltrnia can reasonably expect the

program which resulted in-improved student learning in Arkansas'to result

in improvements in his/her school system-even though the actual test

scores of the California and Arkansas students are likely to differ to a

statistically significant degree.*

Excessive use of the pre-post without comparison group design. If

the objective of-,..tjae evaluation is to achieve statistical significance,

thiS is the deSign to use.. But if the objective is-to determine th

impact of a career education program, other possibilities should be con-

°sidered.

Reasonable cause-and-effegt inferences can be` drawn from Studies of

'*Incidentally, if a local sample is compared to a national norm, the
Z, not the t, should be used to test whether the sample mean is signifi-
cantly different from the population's. Since the t for independent ,

'groups compares two samples rather than a sample to a population, its ..se
implies,a rejection-of the hypothesis that the norm represents the pop-
ulation's score distribution. Although'it may be valid- to mject that
assumption, this rejection also says that the validity of the evaluation
strategy is rejected bythk evaluator.
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pre-Tost kroWth.under any one of the follow-ing circumstances:

1) Other research indicatesthat.grOwth is:Unlikely withOut\peoial

intervention. For example, results presented in' What Dace Career Ed-_

r,

ucation Do For Kids? suggest that self-esteem is not likely, to improve

over a period of six or so months even with career educations so a pre-

k,.;:post ;Without comparison design,would be a conservative one for evaluOing

this outcome.

2) Logic indicates that growth is unlikely without intervention.

For example, job- seeking skills can be considered=ib'Aie of twm types.

Some of these skills, such as the preparatiqn o6 L. are purely

cognitive,. and it is reasonable to assume that they will not be learned

without special effortd. ,Interviela skills, offt4,other hand, consist

largely. of poise and communication skills which could be acquired through

routine experience;

3) The time between pre- and post-testing is extremely'short.

For example, the design would probably suffice for a two-week mini-

course in career education.

We recognize the difficulty of securing the cooperation of the

comparison groups needed for the more conclusive research designs. None-

theless, the problem most often cited\asa rationale for designs without

comparison groups is that all students\in the district have been expobed

,to_career education either directly or indirectly. This is a problem,

certainly, but its magnitude often seems to be exaggerated'.

It is true that if some students in a school system experience

career educ ation, all are likely to receive some amount via their

friends, bulletin boards, small changes in their teachers' practices

resulting from contact with invoveli teachers; etc. .But to say tWat

this minimal career education expure destroys these students' utility

as. a comparison group is to say that the minimal experience is equally

or nearly.as effective as an intensive, high-quality career education pro- T,

gram. Accepting that assumption puts us in a poor position to ask

educators and-the community to devote significant efforts to the imple-

mentation of career education programs.

Only if career education is well-established in the district and vir-

tually every student or every student in an identified sub-population

(such as Fifted children),is involved to a laize deqiee should it be

impossible to identify a reasonable comparison group within the district.
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'It may be necessary to settle for coMAgring the effects of a lot of.career

educationtOthe effeCts of a little rather than to the effects of none,

, but PT the more intense program is'pore effective and the evaluation is

deeicneth'to be sensitive to the differenee, this is not a serious

compromise. ,It is much easier to identifi a comparison group if the

"identified.as treated" zampling approach is used than where students pare

'selected at random from participating schools._ Often, studerits of teachers

who have participated in some staff development activities but who have

not become active in career education constitute adequate comparison .

groups.
o

Use of comparison groups whose credibility has not been esta4Zished.,

The credibility of many evaluations could probably be enhanced through

,.demonstrations of the comparison'group's comparability to the,career edu-

cation group. The Checklist disc"usses several ways of doing tlts.

Descriptions of Evaluated Programs ,
04.

,

.44

Not specific. Although most final re'ts indicated in general terms

the nature of the student programs whote imnaqt were assessed, relatively
,

few were ,specific about the kinds of activities comprising the programs.
./

This seViously compromises the utility of'evaluation results outside of and

perhaps even within the school system.

Not quantified: Few evaluation reportsjr vided insight into the

question, 'How much career education did it tak to produce these student

outcome results?"

Not matched to outcome results. Sometimes both treatment and out-

comecome data were presented,-bUt iOwas still impossible to identify the'
.

career education activities of each group of students whose outcomes were

measured, and 'thus to determine which set of activities was associated

with each set of outcomes.

. It may often be artificial to identify for a single group of students"

the particular activities which produced each outcome. -For eXample, a

-seventh-grade program may consist of field trips designed to convey

career informatiOn, role- playing to clarify work values, and filmstrips -

, to develop decision-making skills. However, explaining the evaluation

results of each'of these three outcomes only in the terms of the activity

type which was designed -with that outcome ix ind probably would be overly

simplistic and involve overlooking interactions` among the-three kinds of

activities. That is, if successwere demonstrated in decisionmaking

skills but not in career informations one might conclude that the filmstrips

2
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werekpfi'ective- but 'the field,trips were not But it could be that

eliminating the field trips would reduce the program's impact on

decision-making skills.' The point is that whereas it is appropriate

to cliicuks.the:ratipnale, for each,-component of the student.progrmn,

outcome results'generally shoul4 be interpreted for the program as

a'whole for any given group o.'; Students.

Hawever,'the'outcoffies of seventh graders "should be associated.

with-the acti.iciiien of th64106me sewnth graders, particUlexly Af the

"identified as treated"' Sampling plan is used.' Data indicating the

average amolint'and type of career education received byall seventh

graders in theschool system will not suffice in interpreting the

outcome results of students who were chosen for the evalUation be-

cause they'had undergone a presumably above - average program. Similarly,

treatment data which are aggregated across grade levels cannot be used

to interpret the outcomes at any one grade level, regardless of the

sampling plan. For example, knowing that K-12 students receive an

:average of three hours-of career education instruction per week may

be'useful information, but it gives no insight into the amount of career

education required to produce the accelerated reading achievement ob-

seryed asecond grade unless we assume that second graders received the

same amount of career education:as high school juniors and kindergarteners.

As another, example, knAfing that 93. guest speakers visited elementary

schools is in itself meaningless as,treatMent data. If .a random selection
r

saMpling-plan is.used td evaluate fifth grade impact, the average number

yisits to-fifth-grade clsodsrooms should be indicated. If three fifth-

'grade 'classrooms are chosen for evaluation in an "identified as treated".

sampling plan, the treatment would best be described in terms of the num=

ber of.guest speakers visiting each of the three classes.

Outcome Measurem ent instruments and Strategies

The choice of measurementjnstruMenti. is perhaps the single most im-

portant determinant of whether eValuatiorrresults will reflectthe.pro-

gram's intact on students. Nonetheless, this decision often seems to

receive less attention than it deserves. Career education outcome

measurement'poses considerable difficulties5but newinstruments and

strategies are emerging and the problem iabecoming less serious than

it was several years ago. Also, the option of locally-developed instru-

zents should never be ruled out as a possibility; many programs have done

this with great success.

I
2C
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In choosing instruments, the first question should be, "Does it

measure what we want to evaluate?" This question must be swered

locally, and by career education practitioners, not by'eftthators alone.

As a general rule, the best test is one where' students who_give "correct"

answers represent what the program is attempting to produce. There are
a

...other considerations, of course, and expert opinion and psychometric

data should be considered, but instruments chosen solely on the basis of

how many 'other programs havg'used them'Or what "experts" far removed

frOm the local program say about them are likely to result in dis

appointing evaluation results and invalid conclusions about the pro-

gram's-effectiveness,

A"number of programs,were made keenly aware of the need for careful
,T#

selection of instruments after negative, evaluation results were found and

their examination of the tests revealed that they had little to do with

the program's objectives. Some of them recommended, as do we, that in-

'struments be scrutinized before, not after, their administration.

The rationale for measurement str a tegies should always be indicated

'in someway, but thiS is especially important if the technique is unusual.

A few examples of cases where the rationale was not Clear are:

* Even though career educators have emphasized time and again that,

they do not expect pr deiire younichildren to,make career choices,

three projects evaluated the'Wisdom of fourth-graders' career

.In one case, even the rationale of the measurement technique was

unclear--the student stated his or her ideal and realistic career

choices and,judges rated.. the difference:between the two on a

'socio- economic scale, hoping that ideal and realistic career

choices would show Similar socio-economic status. Weconsidered

the measurement technique of the qher two cases sound -- judges

.rated the .compatability of the student's top three career choices

with his/her responses to each of thirty questions relating to

' personal interests, abilities and values -- but - assessing the

validity. of fourth-graders' career choices in any form still seems

of questionable value.

A program Yhich emphasized the elibination pf sex-role stereo-

typing employed an assessment technique which appears incompatible

with the. intent of such effOrts. The test consisted of a list of
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job titles,some male-stereotyped and some female-stereotyped.

StudeAts were asked to indicate whether each job was predom-,

inantly male, female, or dominated by neither sex. Results

were "positive"' in that students tended more toward "dominated

by neither sex" after:the program, but these results-could be

interpreted to mean that misinformatiom had been conveyeu

rather than. that students had become6toYe aware 'of and less

subject to the, inequities of the status quo..

* One project administered occupational interest inventories

to middle:schdol_students on a.pre-post basis and found that

students' interests changed. It seems that this result could

be anticipated withor without career education and the implicit

'assumption that interest changes are inherently desirable is

debatable.

Although the direct approach to measurement is often the best,

it can bekyerdone. Several programs asked students outright whether

they had attained the program's outcome objectives; this was even done

t third grade. *Only slightly more subtle than asking students, "Do

y. know about a lot of different careers?"-is the approach of asking
stu nts to report how much they know about each of a number\edobs.

ests should measure the career education concepts which t_Ae pro-

gram is designed to convey, but when the content of test items matches

precisely the cotent of instruction, test restlts,can becOme trivial.

For example, one locally-developed test of occupational knowledge

contained a photograph ofa local business establishment which the

career education students had visited. The fact that:more career educe-

tion than comparison students could identify the type iness that

takes place in the building is not very convinding,ev dence t at the

field trip was worthwhile. vf,

Inaccurate descriptions df what tests measure are very c mmon, but

the most popular is confusion between self-esteem and self- awareness.

(e.g., "Self-awareness was measured with the Coopersmit elf-Esteem In-
,

Self7awareness is an ircsrtPnt career education'outcome and

probably the most challenging to measure, so we do not quarrel with the

practice of measuring self-esteem in lieu of self-understanding. How-

ever, the limitations of measurement should be recognized; as overlooking

them leads to faulty conclusions.
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Some evaluations employed a single commercial test scale for eval-

uating impact with respect to two or more distinctively different ob-

jectives, such as. decision - making skills and career knowledge. If the

scale really aeasures both; it probably should not be used. If it

measures one to a peat degree and the other to a small degree, results

should be considered an evaluation only of the dominant skill area,

although the scale's.description in the evaluation report should be

accurate.

Some locally-developed tests addressed all of the program's out-'

come obj5tives through a single scale yielding a single score, making

evaluation results' difficult to interpre.- Locally-developed tests

usually have the advantage of being closely related to local objectives,

but items addressing different.objectives should be on different scales

for evaluatiOn results to indicate which' objectives were achieiied and

which were not.
4111'

Measurement techniques for each of the USOE learner outcomes for

career education are disrsed in'What Does Career Education Do For Kids?

and all of the instruments usedin synthesized student impact gtudies are

listed in the appendix along with the number of studies in which each

was used and the number where positive results were obtained. These data

can'be used as one consideration in choosing' tests, as they provide a

gross index of sensitivity to career education instruction. It should be

remembered, though, that evaluation results are influenced by many factors

other than the quality of the instrumentnstrument and that the results,

other programs demonstrate with a particular instrument should be only

one of many considerations in instrument selection.

,Statistical Analyses and Interpretation

No inferential analyses applied; Very often data collected from

educators,community members, parents, etc., could have been analyzed

inferentiallj in meaningful ways but were not. However, we do not see

this as a very(serious problem inmost cases--the considerable effort

involved in performing every reasonable analysis of all availabledata

would he appreciated by few. On the other hand, it seems rather waste-

ful'to launch massive student testing programs and then to report only

mean scores of students before and after the program or of career

edUtation andcemparison groups.

- ,

1.
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Vague references to statistical analyses. This weakness may fall
into the categpry of incomplete renorting, but the problem could be
more basic than that. Statements such as "differences were (or were
not) significant," with no other discussion of inferential statistical
analyses, raise doubts as to whether analyses were conducted. State-
ments such as "results' were computer-analyzed," when made without fur-
ther clarification, dan leave the impression thatcan analysis was
conducted but that the report writer does not, know which one.

Poor choice of analyses. Almost any,set of data can he legiti-
mately analyzed in more than one way-and Often the analysis performed

-was not the one of greatest interest to the most people. ,In one case
; student test results were factor-analyzed but no t-test was applied tom
deterMine the significance of pre-post differences. Much more often,
results were analyzed separatelyJfor each of several classroom units at
a given grade level or differences between classroom units were analyzed,
*even though there was no indication that either the students or their
career education experiences differed from class to class. If there is
local interest in such analyses, there is nothing wrong with this prac-
tice, but a summary analysis including all of the career education stu-
dents together should all be conducted for, summary reports and rationale
should lip given for separate or comparative analyses by class.

Other poor choices of analyses were made'in some cases where pre-
and post-scdres were available for both,oareereducation'and comparison
groups. The best use of these data i

A
s,usually the analysis of covariance

or A t-test ow:post-test results after a t -test on pre-test scores reveals

no initial differences between groups. 'However, these tests were some-
times omitted even where several ocher t -tests were applied, such.as

matched-pairs t's for each group.

Misuse'and misinterpretation of the analyiis of covariance. The

analysis of covariance is a useful statistic and very often the best
one to use with pre- and post-data from career eduction and comParison.
groups. Nonetheless, it has been given more credit than is due.

The first and most serious fallacy is that it compensates for

significant pre-treatment differences between groups. Unfortunately,
it only capitalizes on the correlation'between students' pre- and post-

performs/1de, thereby reducing the error term of:F. This makes the

analysis,of covariance a very powerful statistic, but it does not elimi-
nate the differences in expected growth rates of students who are drawn
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from different pre-treatment populations and does not eliminate the

necessity of choosing a comparison group which is comparable to the career

- education group. If the two groups differ significantly on the pre-

test, a more elaborate regression technique is needed.

Another fallacy about the analysis of covariance is that it tests

betWeen-group differences in growth rates between testing dates, or that

significant differences indicate that the career education group gained

more than the comparison group. In reality,, it tests differences between

groups on the post-test, as does the t for independent groups; the differ-
.

9

ence is that postetestAcores are adjusted for,random pre-test differences
mg

and the analysis of covariance is more lkely than the t to reveal sig-

nificant differences. The misconception that the analysis of covariance

tests for differencesicbetween groups' gains would not be so serious if it

were ndt for the common belief that it also corrects for large, initial

differences' between groups--if thetre-test means are equal, the difference

between mean gains is equivalent to the difference between post-test means.

However, the two misconceptions usually go hand-in-hand as in the case

below where a t-test vas'applied to pre-test scores and its significance

led to the' decision to apply the analysis of covariance rather than the

t to final results:

The significant differences between the experimental and control

groups exist in the areas of mathematics achievement and career

knowledge. Since the final evalUation will be based upon gain

scores, these differences are intonsequeptial.

Use of the wrong t -test. Just how often the t for independent

groups was applied to pre- And postrscores of career education students

is difficult to say because few repb7U specify which t was used. How-,

ever, in citses where the N's associated with pre- and post-means, were re-_
poi-ted as unequal, it is reasonable tc assume that the wtong t was

. applied.

The appropriate t for determining whether the difference between pre-

and post-means of the same students is significantly different from zero

is the t'for matched pairs or correlated samples, which involves matching)

each student's pre-test score with his/her post-test score. Students who

do not have scores on both tests should be. excluded from this analysis.

Using, the t'for independent "groups on these data is invalid' and is' also

less li!:oly to reveal statistically significant Tesults.

7
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Confusion between statistical significance and casual relationships.

Werential statistics are nothing more than tools for determining

whether Observed differences.are more likely to be real or random.

They,do not, in themselves, tell us whether career education is the

cause of differences. Some evaluation designs allow more confidence

that career education was the causethan do others, but weAcan never
be certain that career education wasthe only, or even the major,

factor influencing the results.

The most frequently over-interpreted statistical results are
those of pre-post evaluation designs without comparison group., For
example, a discussion of the results of a matched-pairs t-test

yielding a'probability level of .001/went as follows:

The question, of course, remain as to whether a comparable
group,without exposure to a career education program could have
experienced like increases. Every study of which this writer 'is
aware after ten years in the business of statistical inference
suggests an answer of "no". Had the results'of the study yielded
a probability that such. gains could have occured twenty, ten, even
five times in one hundred by chance, this evaluator would be in-
clined to greater consciousness. But when the possibilities for
'chance to operate climb into the thousands against being operative,
a rather firm conclusion evolves that the results were caused,
and_caused by the program's impact.

These evaluation results give us a high degree of confidence that.

the students' superior post -test performance was real, rather than the

result of random score flUctuations. However, the probability level

tells us nothing about the cause(s) of the improVement and It gives

us no reason to believe that similar gains would not occur without

career education., The magnitude of the gain, which is'only one factor

influencing the statistical Significance level, would have been a more

appropriate focus of the above discussion. That is, othei: research may

have indicated that a raw score mean gain of 10 percent over the period

Of six months was remarkably high-for this particulartest, lending

credence to the hypothesis that the improvement was not a simple function

of the students' beihg six months older.

Confusion between statistical significance and educatiO4al,sig--

nificance. Statistical significance can be and often is achieved with

a difference between means of one raw score point or less. Thus; the

magnitude of the gain or of the difference between groups should be con-

sidered in terms of its pracXical significance to edudational priorities.
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The responsibility of deciding whether s given level, of student imwt

justifies the maintenance, expansion,. or replication of a program lies

more appropriatelywith school administrators than with evaluators. How-

ever, evaluators,can present the results in ways which facilitate

" these decisions; several su estions on this topic are offered in the

Checklist. Also, eyaluato avoid expresting excessive zeal over

small but Statistically significant differences, as thit practice mis-
.

leadsrsome readers and leads other readers to question the evaluator's

judgement.
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PART II

UNIQUE SOLUTIOVS TO COMMON EVALUATION PROBLEMS

Our review uncovered a number of high-qAlity evaluati:-trategies,

many of them quite unique. Those which are most likely to apply to other
programs are presented here as a demonstration of thetgrowing capacity'of
career education evaluation and in hopes that they and equallyicreative

evaluation strategies will be applied more frequently in the future.
Student outcome measurement techniques are not included here, but_are
discussed in What Does Career EdUcation Do For Kids?

Problem: As a result of their association faith the project, the

third-party evaluators have made observations and formulated redommend-
ations which are not based on "hard" data. They want to share their

observations in the final report, but the evaluation plan (Ides not indicate
this as the evaluators' role.

Solution: The evaluators prepare two final reports, one based on
objective data arfa-another clearly identified as idformal,'subjeciive

observations of the project's functioning and results. (9)*

Problem: A simple system is needed for showing the project's
activities in chronological order and for relating them to the operational
plan of the funding proposal.

Solution: A chart identifying each major activity and its planned and
actual start and completiOn dates. (2)

Problem:- Counselors; teachers, and administrators are all trained
together. Is the staff development program weighted in favor of one of

these audiences,.or is it equally well-received by all groups?

Solution:" Participants rate the quality of the program on a five-
point scale for each of several questions. The mean rating of each

group is computed for each questiOn. The one-way analysis of variance is

applied to determine whether the groups' opinions of the program differed.
The same type of analysis wassiapplied to questions concerning, knowledge
of and attituals toward career education. (3)

*Refers to'list of referenced projects following this se ion.



Problem: A sample of teachers in each of several schools'is asked

multiple - choice questions concerning their involvement in career educe-

tion and their perceptions of the project's impact on the school. Are

there significant differenCes among schools?

` Solution: Chi-square analysis of the number of individuals in

each group giving each response. ,(11)

Problem: Measuring incremental quality improvement of a career ed-
e

ucatiork program in terms of its administrative structure and the support

of various groups:

Solution: An incremental quality improvement model specifying Five

stages of "organizatibnal infusion," a process through which externally-

.

funded projects are institutionalized to the point where the disttict or

school assumes total responsibility for the program's continuation and

further development. The model is based on previous research concerning'

the factors influencing the long-term success of nnovative programs and

specifies standards for each stage of improvement (1)

Problem:, Identifying changes in, the amount of career education being

taught not with respect to the amount taught before the project began

when no baseline data were collected.

Solution; Ask teachers (counselors, et ), how their current in

volvement compares to their previous. involve ent in career education..(8)

In this case teachers were,asked- to Compare their present involvement

with students to that of three years ago, for each program component. For

example:

Self Awareness:, Awareness of self (and others) as individuals
Awho have certain likes and dislikes, abilities and disabilities,

feelings, and values.
a. Very much higher than 3 years ago
b. Higher than 3 years ago
c. About the same
d. Less than 3years ago

Collecting implementation data before and after the program is

preferable, but this approach is reasonable in cases where baseline

data have not been or cannot be obtained,

os



. Pioblem: A Pre-post with comparison group design is desired for
student impact assessment, but it is impossible to predict at the
beginning of the year_ students will and will not become involved

.

in the program.
:

Solution:. Administer the pre-test to a large number of students.
Toward the end of the year identify the career education group and the
comparison groilp'and administer the post-test. If the groups consist
of the most and least-exposed students, ^some who were pre-tested need not
be,post-tested. (4) ,.

Problem: At the secondary level some teachers and counselors

are highly active in career education while others are not. Therefore,
most students receive some career education but the amount varies a
great deal from student to student. How can the amount of career educa-
tion be measured and how can its effectiveness be evaluates?

.Splution: Administer a student questionnaire yielding hn,interval
or ratio-level measure6f the individual's amount of career educationti
experience. Calculate the Pearsonian correlation of the - treatment
measure with the outcome measure and test the significance of r. If r is
significantly-greater than zero, a statistically significant relationship
exists between the amount of career education a student experiences and
is /her test scores. (11)

This design is appropriate where student exposure to career educa-
tion is highly variable and normally distributed and therefore where
classifying students into career education and comparison-groups would
be artificial. If several treatment measures ula be meaningful (such
as the number of shadowing experiences,

group counseling sessions, etc.),

multiple regression analysis can be used to test their coibined effects
and also.to determine which activities are most highly correlated with
the outcome measures.

a
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Problem: Getting enough information out of student test re-

- sults for,use in improving career education instruction.

Solution: Analysis of response' patterns to each test item (7).

Compute the proportion of career education and comparison groups

, answering each item correctly. Establish a standard of acceptable
'..-

performarice, such as 75 perpent of students answering correctly.

Divide the test items into four groups:

- '1. Both groups performed well. These items represent con-

. Cepts which apparently are acquired without career education and

eliminating these concepts from the career education curriculum may

be desirable.

2. Neither group performed well. These items represent con-

cepts which are not being acquired through the program and which

require further emphasis.

3. Comparison students performed well and career education

studehts performed poorly. If'any items fall into this category,

attemOts to convey these concepts may have been counter-productive

and the curriculum ip probably in need of considerable revision.

4. Career education students performed well and comparison stu-
.

dent§ performed poorly. These items represent concepts which are

not acquired withoueca,ker education and which are being conveyed

succ sfully through the present career educatio5 curriculum.

This type of analysis is valid only if there isvery good

reason to believe that the career education and comparison groups

would perform equally well without the program. Analyzing test

results in this manner is especially important for test scales

measuring a large 'varietY of career education concepts but may

...\e useful even for tests addressing a single objective such as career

infofmation.'

3
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Problem: Establishing group equivalence and applying powerful
. A

statistical analyses when no_pre-test scores are available.

Solution: .Use7;raPtitude or achievement test scores or grade

point average as the covariate in the analysis of covariance (10). Any

measure which correlates highly with post -test scores but which is not
affected by the career education program is appropriate for use in,the.

.analysis of covariance model. Ifthere is a possibility that career

education may affect the covariate measure (such as reading achievement),

the measure Should be taken prior to the program. Since appropriate
covariate measures are often' available from school records, this eval-

uation strategy is an excellent approach when the evaluation is begun

after the program is in progress.

Problem: Is. the curriculum effective regardless of who teaches it
to whom?

Solution: A twoway analysis of variance design, with time (pre-

cost) as a within-subjects variable and class as a between-subjects

variable (6). Each class experiences the same curriculum, but they4m0

be different in terms of teacher and student characteristics. The results

of each effect are interpreted,as follows:

Time: Does student performance improve? _
Class: Are the classes different?

Time x Class: Does the amount of improvement vary from class
to. class?

Problem: Demonstrating the. cost-effectiveness of a placement pro-

gram.

.Solution: Analysis of the tax dollars generated from the employ-

ment of students placed through the prognim (5).
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PART III

A.NOTE 110(2130.rECT DIRECTORS ON HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR THIRD PASTY
4

cal(A third-party evaluator or evaluation agency cal% bp a teal asset

lio. program, but they can also be an expensive nuisance. Which exper-
,

ience , you have depends largely on the evaluator(s) you select and on

the way you'work with him/her/them.

A-common method of selecting an evaluator isto issue a request for

proposals asking bidders to write an evaluation plan based upon the

project's funding proposal or an abstract of it. The successful bidder

'is the one who seems to propose a reasonable plan at a low price. This'.

approach has its merits, but it also has serious disapantages.

The best evaluation' plan is one whigh addresses the information

needs of various audiences of a proidXL though realistic means'. Funding

proposals tend to be less than crystai-eTe4r about the information needs

of the project staff and local decision-makers, even though bidders may

be able to 'identify the evaluation questions_of interest to potential

adopters of your model program. Also, evaluation d gns are virtually

always compromises of the ideal (from a research point of view) with the

feasible (taking into consideration local constraints, on data collection).

Thus, the evaluator needs answers to such questions as, "Can wq&get the

cooperation of a comparison group?" and, "Can we'count on teachers to

record their career education activities?" before preparingn eval-

uation plan. Since your help is needed in planning the evaluation, this

step should follow, not precede, the selection of an evaluator.

The selection of evaluators should be taken.as seriously as the

selection of key members of your staff and should be handled in much the

same way. First decide what kinds of services you expect. Will you need

an instrument developer? A statistician? A managemeht consultant? A

deft report writer? An interviewer? A ebs;analysis specialist? Do

you expect your evaluator to have expe#044 in a particular evaluation

technique? To.be well-versed in caree*ducation? .1-dlost evaluators, are

'good in at least c.ie of these, but few,Indiyidualy(or even agencies)

excell in .them all. Next; design your request for proposals in a way

that will show which bidder has the best capacity 'for delivering the

Services you need. Copies of, evaluation reIlorts and evaluation plans the
=v,

bidder has prepared for other programs can be.elucidating: Another

posSibility is to ask the bidder to suggest alternat resolutions to'a

particularly thorny evaluation problem you foresee, such ab-how to

41



measure the amount of career education high school students e getting.

Ask bidders for complete lists of their recent clients clfolloW

up on all of thei. Your telephone bill will probably be money well

spent. . ,If

Evaluation.services are expensive and you should be prepared for

that, but there are steps you can take to increase your chances of

getting what you pay for: Ask for bidders' fee sch

but also inves;i>te how charges are omputed. Ot

end up paying for a ..aay's services for two hours of

another client may both be charged in full for developmental

applies to both projects. ContraCtors have even been known to ch

two projects for the full travel cost of a single trip.

Project directors usually know how much they can afford to spend

on evaluation, so asking for bids per se is to little advantage; it is

better to find out how much quality, as well as quantity, each bidder

can deliver for the price you have in mind. A good rule of thumb for
c'

budgeting a thorqugh external evaluation is ten percent of'the total
,f.

grant award. If this cannot be arranged, plan to perform some eval-

uation tasks internally, perhaps using the external evaluator more as

a consultant and auditor than as a developer, data collector, data

-analyzer; and reporter. Remember, too, that doubling an.Pevaluation

budget more than doubles the services the money can buy, as there are
,

certain fixed costs such as travel-, planning time, and'report Preparation

Nett-vary relatively little with the amount of the contract.

,Once an evaluator is chosen, a written and notarized contract is a

good idea. Settle for a grant arrangement only if you have-the utmost

.confidence in the integrity and reliability of the.individual or agency

you have chosen. It is usually preferable to insist on ap accounting

of all charges and to pay for services only after they are delivered.

Make sure that the contract .covers the possibilities of the contractor's

over- or'under-expending the budget and stipulates that'the final pay-

ment will be withheld until the final evaluation report is submitted in

'acceptable form.. If the individual or agency hag a reputation .for

tardiness you may want to consider a stipulation that the contractor

pay the project for..every day between, the final report's deadline and

your receipt of It.
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The earlier the signing of the contract, the better. Delays in

instituting evaluation systems seriously compromise the quality of the

final evaluation and also leave the program without important feedback

systems when they are most needed, during the early stages of deVelop-

ment. It is best, in fact, to lirie up an evaluator when the funding

proposal is written, particularly now that the USOE is often switching

to October start-up dates.

Time should be allowed for a lengthy meeting with your evaluator(s)

as early as possible for planning the evaluation. /she/they by then

should be am liar with'your proposal, but will need mo etails about

the project's plans and priorities and about circumstances in the schools

and community which will affect the evaluation.

Ask for a written draft evaluation plan'soon thereafter. If you are

not totally satisfied with it, negotiate revisions for the final version.

The plan should specify the objectives, questions, or hypotheses to be

addressed,, the evaluation strategies associated with each, a time

schedule, and who is responsible.for what. Written plans are good for

assessing the design'4 adequacy before it is too late to change it, for

preventing misunderstandings, for facilitating the preparation of final

:reports; and for pacifying federal project officers.

Program evaluation designs can only be as systematic as the program

itself. If the program's objectives are nonexistent or nebulous do not

expect the.evaluator to know what outcomes to look for.. If plans for

achie0ving the objectives are ill-defined or if they change daily, do not

expect the evaluator to determine which strategies are successful. If

the project staff do not,knev which schools and individuals are involved

in project activities, do not expect the evaluator to know who to ask for

evaluation data.

Always insist on reviewing data collection instruments before they

are put into use, whether they are commercial Or developed by your eval-

uator. Certainly the evaluator's advice concerning the technical sounk

ness of an instrument should be given careful consideration, but the

;'project staff should make sure that the instrument addresses-the program's

objectives and/or information needs.

4
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Although this applies to all kinds of data collection instruments, it

is particularly key for student tests. For example, careful examina-

tion.of a test of decision-making skills may reveal-that the test le-

veloper had a different definition of nteision-making skills than does

your program. If students who give all "correct" answers is not what

your program 16 trying to produce, the results of the test may lead to

unjustified conclusions about your program's effectivenss, And you have

every'right to veto its use. At the same time, though, real'ize.that

many career education outcomes are difficult to measure and that you

are.not likely to find or tobe able to develop the "perfect" test'for

yteur program.

Evaluators cannot do their jobs without a great deal of cooperation

on the part of the.project staff, particularly in the area of data .

collection. If the mutually-agreed-upon evaluation plan requires the

maintenance of project records, agree upon a system that will minimize

the burden but be sure that the system is applied conscientiously. If

the project staff agrees to take the responsibility of distributing and

collecting questionnaires, follow through on the agreement. Incomplete

data not only gives evaluators headaches; it also comprami.ae?, the quality

of your evaluation and usually costs you money for the extra time it

takes your evaluator to compensate for the problem.

Communicate regularly with your evaluator. Frequent site visits

are desirable, but if they can't be arranged you should talk on the phone

and/or correspond at least monthly. Ask for prompt feedback on data

collected and obseryations made; there s no need to wait until the

final report to learn of preliminary evaluation findings. Similarly,

keep the evaluator informed about the program's nrogress, problems,

chapges in plans, etc. He/she/they will need tonow these things be-
:

cause they may affect the evaluation or its results in ways you may not

foresee. Besides, evaluators have been known to give good advice'on

occasion.

When final reporttime draws near, meet with the evalutor to plan

coordinated performance and evaluation reports. Our review showed that

the two reports tend to.be redundant, yet much important information is

left out of both. Both of these problems eg.n be avoided -by outlining

the reports toget.
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If at all possible, ask for a draft final evaluation report well in

advance of the deadline for submitting the final performance report. Be

reasonable, of course, and do not expect_it three days after the last

data are collected, but barring vacations andUnusual'circumstances a

month should be plenty of time. If you feel the reportjs incomplete or

unfair, ask for revisions, keeping in mind that the evaluation budget.is

probably by now expended and that it is-unfair to ask evaluators to

violate their own integrity.

We consider project directors not-only justified, bit'duty-bound to

request corrections of errors such ,as: -evaluators' opinions presented

as facts, misinformation (such as incorrect report of:the number of

schools the project serves), interpr etations of data which do not take

into account significant factors of which the .evaluator was unaware, and

reports otsections of reports which make no sense either because theydtre

badly written or because they are lacking in important information.

. Revisions which should not be requested are changes in objective

evaluation results, omissions of data which are not complementary to the

project; and eliminations of,critical but substantiated comments about

the project.

EvaluatorS often find themselves in the curious position of being

obligated to bite the hand that feeds them. With an appreciation of this

situation and other problems_ evaluators face balanced by a recognition

of the rights of consumers of evaluation services, the project director

Can do much to make the evaluator a key contributor to the program's

success.

0

0;
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PART IV

CHECKLIST FOR REPORTING RESULTS OF
STUDS NT OUTCOME STUDIES IN

CAREER EDUCATION

What the Checklist Is and Is Not

The cheCklist is a guide for ensuring that evaluation reports contain -all of I

the information needed by others in interpreting reported results. We recognized
the need for such a tool after,reviewing a number o'f evaluation reports of career
education programs funded by the U.S. Office .of Education in the past and finding.
that these reports frequently lack such essential information as the number of
students involved in the evaluation or the name of the statistic applied to the
results. These errors of omission are almost certainly the result of oversight
in, the majority of cases, so it seemed that a system for checking the drafts ofk.
evaluation reports would be useful.

The checklist is not. a dramatic breakthrough f.ri the eld of career educa-
tion evaluation. It does not delve into the design, i lementation, or analysis
phases of evalquation.1 It places no judgement on the lality of vario evalua-
tion strategies but rather deals with the most popular designs, he they good, had.
or indifferent. Nor is the checklist a complete guide to report-writing; it con-
cerns itself with content while leaving style and format to the choice of the
author. 4

The checklist applies only to the sections of evaluation reports, concerning
programs' impact on students. It was designed fon the typical ,student outcome
evalu tion where paper-and-pencil test scores of one or more gr ps of students
are nalyzed utilizing inferential statistics. If your program using a more
unitiu aluation approach, the checklist still may be usef61, but some of the
items wi l not apply.

Some will be of the opinion that the checklist calls'Tor too much technicaP
information. As -we see it, an evaluation report should be meaningful to anyone
who may have an interest in your career education program including such diverse
groups as the locaL school' staff, the Chamber of Commerce, the U.S. Office of
Education, and educators and non educators; nationwide. Most of these people are
not statisticians.i. but some are, and-those with technical expertise will tendto
be skeptical of r'ported results if key technical information is not included in
a report. It is usually possible to present the more techniCal material unobtru-
sively in parentheta'al comments, footnotes, and -tables while preserving the re-
port's readability and utility for diverse audiences. Some items included. in the
checklist.are redundant, such as the numher of students involved in th4study and
the degrees of freedom associated with the 'statistic, but the inclusion of both

'pieces of information will enhance the credih:lity of the evaluation in the eyes
of many.

1

If this is your concern, refer to the
A Practical Guide to Measuring Project Im.;)Acr Sti..!ent hievement by D. Horst,

K. Tallmadge, and C. of KMC.Resetr.h L rn H7), Flt' number
ED 106176.

Evaluati_ on_and_Educational Deci_sion-kinc:
Career 'ducat ion by M. B. Young
1975, ERIC number FD 117185

4C

onal r.uHe to fivilu;it'irly

Ins.
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Still, other individuals, particularly advocates of stringent research designs,Will find the standards of the checklist too low. There is,no, mention, for exam-ple, of tesCs'offthe homogeneity of variance. Such omissions should not be takento mean that such information is considered irrelevant. gather, the checklist
geared towird improving the reporting of evaluations as they are commonly conducted
for career education programs at. this time. Thus,the items of the checklist
shouldobe viewed as essential,'but minimal; exceeding these standards is commend-able.-

1,

The checklist was designed for use by career education program staff and byevaluators in reviewing draftevaluation,reportS. f used in this way, a copyof the diecklistrshouad be made fOr each 'student im act study, usually definedas one scale of a test'administeted at one grade le el. In this way, independent
(4(rks can be made of the thoroughness of the repor ng of the evaluation compo-
nents associated wit eaClroutcame objective. As the eport is reviewed, i checkmark should be place net tO items found in the report, a numbered checklist item
should (b_e checked of only if all applicable lettered items under it appear irk\hereport.

.

,
In a 'less direct sense the checklist also may prove useful in earlier stages

of evaluation by serving as a guideline for e ring that evaluation plans includethe,, collection of all data and the performan e of all analyses needed for the re-port, for judging the quality of _past reports prepared by the bidders for an,eval-uation contract, and for outlining or writing evaluation reports.

The career educator who is not also a statistician may find several unfamiliar
terms, in checklist items 6 and 7. In many cases it stilludll be possible to re-
cognize the information if it is contained in a report,( For example, if a table
has a column labelled "t" and numbers appear in it', it not necessary to knowwhat a t is to know that it is reported. We do, however, advise caution to the
non-statistician in concluding that particular statistical data are missing, sincemany statistical terms go by several names.. Thus, apparent omissions of a tech-
nical nature should be discussed with the author or other specialist before firmconclusions are 'ached concerning the repdrt's status of items 6 and 7.

Following the checklist itself is a further elaboration of the rationale and
requirements of each checklist item.' After that is a fictitious student impact
study report designed to demonstrate how the information associated with eachchecklist item may appear in an actual repOrt.

47
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CHECKLIST FOR REPORTtNG RESULTS OF
STUDENT OUTCOME STUDIES IN

CAREER EDUGATIOis1

1. The career education objective(s) assessed by the study

2. The career education programwhose is being assessed

a. Conceptual approath

b.'. Staff training in career education

c. Student activities

3. The students involved in the study

a. Method of selecting stucientsfor each.group

b. Grade level

c. Number of students in each group (N)

d. Unique characteristics of students involved in the study

e. a comparison group is used, evidence that the comnarison

group is comparable to the career educatilo group

4. The measurement tool

If you use a commercially-available test, incrude;'

a. -The full name of the test

b. The name or number of the form

c. The publisher

d. The name of each scale used in. 114 evaluatio
51

e. A description of the specif#*ysjatt

measured by each scale .00tt '

f. The kind of score analyzed

If you use a,locally-developed test, include:.-

g. The name of the test

h. The name of eac scale

es-, or knowledge

i. A description of specific skills, OF.Anti'W1A111

measured by each scale

j. A copy of the test

k: The scoring key

1. A description of test development pro4c1i.irc,s :

m. Any available information concerning7refity-Tind dial id i ry

5. Test 'administration

a. Dates of testing

b. Testing, procedures

c. 'Rationale for any elimination of scores:,.befin..,31vs,is'
. . ,,..

8
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6. Descriptive statistical results

a. "Group means

.b. Standard deviations

7. Inferential statistical parameters and results

4s,

If you use'a t-test this includes:

a. Whether'the independent groups or matched-pairs t was used

b, Whether the test was one-tailed or two7tailed

c. Degrees of freedom-(df)

d. Value of t

e. Value of p

If you use the analysis of variance or the analysis of covariance this

includes:

f. The analysis of variance design

g. Degrees of freedom

h. Value of .F

i. Value of 2

J If significant differences are found and the study involves three

or more groups of students, a test of multiple comparisons

Interp,retation of results
--------

ahe:,meaning of the statistical results

b. YOUr'44te retation of the reason for the results.

',0-014:apiral significance of results-
,

9. FillaitWks

1;)

d numerical data

a

a
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Expranation of Checklist Items

Z. The career education objective(s)..assessed by the study

The career education objective provides the rationale for the evaluation:
It should be stated in terMssof what should be different or better about students
as a result of their career eduCation experiences. The same infftmation can be
conveyed in the form of eluation questions or hypotheses.

.2. The career education program whose impact is being assessed

Measurement of .the extent and nature of career education xposure is for
some programs as large a problem as measurement of student outcomes themselves.
However, if evaluation results are to have utility either within or outside of
the school system, it is critical to describe the career education program as
thofougfay and as quantitatively as possible.

,>"

a. Coficeptual framewprk

The conceptual framework of the K-12 program is usually described in
the body of the project's report rather than in the evaluation report, but
it is included as a checklis item because it is important in interpreting
outcome results. The descrip should indicate for each grade levelor
grade level grouping: 1) the major objective(s) of career education (e.g.,
the development of self awareness), .rrd 2) the global implementation strategy
(e.g., classroom .infusion).

w
.

b. Staff training in career education

"Staff", as used here, refers to the. individual's who "teach" career educa-
tion to students and may include counselors, librarians, community resource
persons, parents, etc. Staff training data have two.purposes for student im-
pact studies: 1) as an indication of the re ources required to jroduce the

tobserved student effects, and 2) as evidence hat staff are familiar with,
the career education model which they are presumably implementing.

1
Som _guidelines for reporting staff training data in conjaction with

student impact studies are:

1. ,Data should be presented for the specific individuals who delivered

V career education to the students included in the study. This means
that data such as the number of teachers in the district who have
participated in 1..i:..ervice sessions are relevant only if students are
selected randomly from all classrooms in the district, or if all stu-
dents in the district are included. Where students are selected for
outcome measurement because they are in classrooms where career educa-
tion is used extensively, the training of their teachers and other
staff who "taught" them career education is of interest; district-.
wide training data have little to-do with those particular students'
outcomes. This is not to say that data concerning the extent and
nature of the project's staff training program should not be col-
lected and reported where student impact assessment focuses on the
"mos ekposed".students, but that these data will not fulfill Ehe
purposes for reporting staff training in conjunction with student
outcome studies.

5C
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2. The time frame as well as the amount of staff training should
be specified (e.g., 25 houts of training during the pagt two years).
If the amount is not presented its standard time units (such as hours
or days) it should be translatable to time (such as he number of half-
day sessions).

3. The sources) of data should be indicated.

4.. Training strategies and topics also should be addressed, but not
necessarily in the evaluation report.

3tudent activities

Like staff trainingldata, infor ation concerning the amount and typeof
career education experienced by st ent4ishould be given for the specific
students involved in the impact as essment. Again, there are often good
reasohs. for 'determining the average amount and type of career education the
district's students have experienced. However, such data are relevlant to
measured' student outcomes only if students are selected randomly ftom the
school or district for outcome measurement rather than on the basis of their
partiCipation in a particular set of career education activities.

The ideaZ evaluation would answer all of the following questions at vc4.,
grade level relevant to eha student impact assessment:

1. How many and what proportion.of students have been exposed to
career education? (This question need be answered only if the
student sampling plan allows the inclusion in the "career edu-
cation" group some students who in fact have experienced no
career education.)

2. What types of career, education activities have these students
experienced? Activities' hould be categorized according to their
primary purpose (e.g.1, self-awareness, job-seeking skills) as'well
as their .operational nature (e.g.; field trips, role-playing).

3. How many and what proportion of students experienced each type of
activity?

4. What. was the average amount of student expo3tre to each activity
type? The Amount of exposure shoUld be presented in time units
or the number of occasions on which the activity was experienced,
depending on the nature of the strategy.

5. What was the average amount of student exposure-to "career educa-
ton", or to all activity types combined?

Realistically, all but the first question may be difficult .to iinswer un-
les4,the career education program being assessed cT)nsistsof Na small number of
separate couises or discrete instructional units. With firll recognition of
the difficulties associated with this checklist item, we recommend that avail-
able data he presented in per-'student terms and that consideration be ;Oven
earl.' in the program to incorporating the-c.ollection of these !.:pes of data
into the evaluati,n plan. A few other Pointer,: on this topi( are:

1. The time frame of student activities data should be stated. If at
all possible the time frame of' acti,.-ity data should he the same as

51
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the time frame of the program under evaluation. Some 'assessments
address the impact of several yearg of career' education.implementa-
tion. For example, a three - year -old high school program may be
assessed by testing twelfth graders. In this case, student activity
data should incorporate the first year's tenth grade activities, the
second year's eleventh-grade activities, and the third year'-s twelfth
grade activities. If you use a pre-post evaluation design, activity
data,should.coVer the period between' testing dates.

2. Even if the program is primarily classroom-based, the school is
likely to proveid\other career education activities such as founseltpg,
assembly programs or school-wide career fairs. Since such activities
are easily overlooked if student activity data are collected solely
from teacherp, other data sources should be considered.

3 The data source(s) shquld be indicated in terms of who provided the
information, how, and when. 3

4. If your evaluation involves a comparison group,it should not be
assumed thati those students have not experienced career education.
Activity data should be collected and reported for comparison, as
well as career education sndents.

5. Very often it.ig impossible to describe student activities as thor-
oughly and as quantitatively as you would like, but whatever infor7'
mation you have.Rhould be shared with the report's waders, even if
it is based only on informal observations of the program.

,The' students involved in the study

, a. Method of selecting students for each group

If students are drawn "randomly" the description of the sampling tech-
nique should include any constraints on the randomness of the sample. For

example, "The sample was drawn to give proportionate representation to the
academic, vocationak.and general curricula," or "Since students could not
be taken out of class, only students whose schedules included a study hall.
were tested." It'should'aiso-indicate whether students were selected on.
an individual or classroom basis.

If students are selected on the basis of their participation in a partic-
ular class or program, the question is not, "How were st dents selected for
the evaluation ? ", but rather, "How were students selecte for the program?"
This question often is equivalent to, "Why does a student get this teacher
rather than another?",'which is answered by describing t school's class-
room'assignment.practices, or it may be, "Why does a st ent go to this,

school rather than another7'', which no one is likely t ,ask. Another issue
may be the manner in which one of several similar programs., was Chosen. for
assessment, which is usually based on one program's relative intensity and/or
on the convenience of data gathering.

h. Grade'level

If students from several grade levels are included in a single group,
indicate the number. or proportion representing each grade level. If the

school system does not use the traditional K-12 grade level designations
give the grono's age and the bases for assigning students to classroom

ilii

units ,...podules, or courses. 552



c. Number of students in each group (N)

d. UniqUe charapteristics of the students

*If: the evaluation is of a special program for an identified sub-popula7
tion_within the sysemsuch as'gifted, handicapped, or vocational students,
this, of course; should be stated. SinCe others.will want to use your evalu-
ation results in deciding wheth r to replicate your efforts in other settings,
it also is helpful to -indicate of r, less notable student chapecteristics,

-suchAas, the socio-economic nature f.the community,and any ways in which the
students involved in the evaluation are atypical of the school population
(,such as predominantly male or below-average achievers).

e. If a comparison group is used, evidence th t the comparison group is
comparable to the career education gr

This is needed even if both groups are tested on a pre- and post-testbasis and the analysis of covariance model is used for analysis. In thiscase, a test for significant 'differences
between groups on the pre-test willsuffice.

For the post -test with comparison group design it is essential to estab-lish the grouv' equivalence on educationallyrelevant variables if results
are to be taken seriously Without such evidence, it is impossible to say
whethdr differences between the groups' outcomes are due to the career educa-
tion program or to differences in the students themselves. Better than nothingbut still inadequate evidence of group equivalence is a statement like, "The
two groups were drawn from schools serving communities of very similar socio-
economic characteriseics." A little better is, "The two groups represent
the, two third-grade classes in a school where students are assigned randomly
to classroom units," or "Like the career education group,'the comparison
students were drawn from the college preparatory curriculum." Ha/ever', a

-program committing resources to assessing student impact should seriously 0
consider devoting further effort to establishing the credibility of thecomparison group. If the school system has a testing program, scores from
recent4y-administered aptitude or achievement tests can be used to test group
'equ-ivalence on these dimensions. Grade-point averages can be used in thesame way.

1. Thv r;icasupemeYlt toc7

Widely-recognized problems of measurement in career educktion make it essen-tial to convey'preciselywhat student attributes were mEasured. The following
informaton,provides a suffiCient operational definition. of these attribute's to
al.low the reader to.draw his or her own conclusions regarding theaning of the

A .4results.

n

re-: I, ' t :

(U here are multiple levels or parallel forms of the same test.)
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c. The publisher

If the publisher is not widely known, the full address is also helpful.

d. The name of each scale used in "the evaluation

e. -A description of the specific skills, attitudes, or knowledge measured
. by each scale

This should resemble the career eduction objective associated with the
scale but is usually,more narrowly defined. For .example, an objective may
read, 'students will acquire career decision-making skillS,6'but the descrip-
tion of the scale used in measuring the attainment of the objective may be,
P. . . assesses the student's ability to select from a list of job titles the
occupations most appropriate for an individual whose interests and personality

' traits are given." Publishers' test manualsetften contain allequSte scale des-
criptions which can be quoted directly. Thig checklist item may be omitted
for tests of basic academic skills if scale names clearly identify the sari-

.
^butes they measure (e.g., reading comprehension).

f. The kind of scoye analyzed

Eiaiples are rawscores and standard scores.

Additional helpful items TheThe number of items on each scale;. a descrip-
tion of item types (e.g., multiple choice); a sample item from each scale; a sum-
mary of the publisher's reported evidence, of reliability and validity.

If you use a locally - developed test, include:

g. The name of the test

. Locally-developed tests should' be named so that others can reference them '

easily.

h. The name of each. scale

i. A description of the specific skills,attitudee, or knowledge measured by
/each scale.

. (See 4e)

A copy of the test

If the test has more than one Scale, indicate which items belong to which
"cales.

k. The scoring key

For objectiveotests this can be indicated on the test boo et. For sub

jective tests -the scoring criteria and procedures.should he 'iven.in detail.

Z. A description or:test development-
.

_Include who was nvolved in'test development (e.g. ., teachers) and the

source of concepts tapped 'by items (e,g.,.graO'level objectives developed

by the project Staff).'

Di



4 1,m. Any available information concerning reliability and validity

A minimum standard for establishing the validity of locally-developed
tests is a review by individuals other than the test developers for judging
whether the test appears to measure the, student attributes it is intended
to measure. Such reviews also can focus on factors which influence relia-_
b ity such as the adequacy of the test's length, its readability, ard=kthe"
appro' eness of responsescales. If a review is undertaken, the evalua-
tion repor should describe 1) who performed the review, 2) the criteria used
in Usessing the test, 3) a brief summary of results, and 4) the way in which
reeults were e.jr revising the teat, Highly desirable bilt sometimes im-,
practical is fie -testing the instrument-before it is used as an evaluative %
tool. If this is e, specifir at a minimum 1) the'number and grade level\
of-stddents involved in the field-tasting, 2) the analyses applied t the
data, 3) a brief'summary of the results of the analyses; and 4) the manger in
which the field-test results were used in revising the test.

The same test4results used in the evaluation itself also can be analyzed
in a variety ofways fior describing psychometric properties of.the test. It
is beyond 'the scope of this checklist to discuss the reporting of such analy-
sesl-suffice it to say that whatever analyses are performed should be reported.

5. Test administration

a. Dates of testing

, Indicate within a week or two the time(s) of data collecTion (e.g., "the
laSt week in May").

b. Testing procedures

I
Note should be made of any significant deviations from the aOministration'

procedures stipulated -by the publisher of commercial testy; of differences.
in procedures in administration for different groups of students, of
changes in procedures between pre- and post-testing'.

c. Rationale for any elimination of scores before analysis
*

Indicate why and.to what extent some students were not *included
in data

analysis. A common reason is missing pre- or post-testiscores.

6. Descriptive statistical results A
4

' ,If the'inferential statistic is non-parametric, nonx-paametric descriptive
statistics will be substituted for means and standar& deviations (e.g., a fre-
quency table for the'chi-squared; medians and ranges fdr the Mann-Whitney U).

.

(2 Groups means

Present all means relevant to the analyst's with their associated N's.
If the analysis of covariance is applied this includes adjusted post-test

. means. It is conventional to round means, standard deviations, and values
of t and F to the nearest hundredth; more digits than,this are unnecessary
and confusing. It is also helpful to compute for the reader differences be
tween the means compared in the analysis; present negative differences as
negative numbers.
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b. Standard deviatiors

It,is gnod-prattice to present the standard deviat,ion associated with each
mean as they, too, can be interpreted by some in meaningful ways. This item
may be omitted so long as the value of't or the complete analysis'oif variance
summary table is presented butteiA preferrable to include standard devia-
tions in anyievent. Be cvel'ul to Avotd confuSion between the standard devia-
tion and the variance;

7. Inferentiyzl statistical parameters .results

The guidelines below apply directly only to the most widely- used 'parametric
statistics, but most,. inferential statistictOave parameters analagOus to those
of the t and F. In any case the reporshoilld be very specific about which sta-
tistic was applied, ,including a referenCet if the statistic is at all uncdmmon.

If you use a t-test this includes:

a. Whether the independent groups or matched-pairs t waused

Although the appropriate t should be clear from the design, specifying
which was used is reassuring.

b. Whether the test was one-tailed or two-tailed

c. Degrees of freedom (df)

d. Value of t
.

If the difference between means is negative (e.g., the comparison group
scored higher than the career education group) t also should be.negative.

e. Value of p

. ;.
.Since different people use different standards of.statistical signifi-

cance, it is best to give the observed R,alue if results meet your Stand-
ards. If you report "no significant differences", it is important to indi-
cate the alpha level. .1f, for example;,* alpha of .1 is used for,.three

independent analyses, the reported values may be: p_<. 1; p'<.005; p ) .1.

The American /5hyschological. Associate (APA) style for,presentinz items
c, d, and e within the text is,,"Resn4ts indicate that the career education
group scored significantly highs:* ththl the comparison group, t(48) = 2.62,
p.01."

y3,4 use the analysis of variance or the analysis of covariance ths

The ana7ysis of variance design

For example, "the one-way analysis of variance for three independent
groups" or, "the one-wayanalysiS of covariance, where pre-test scores

.1served as the covariaGe and post -test scores as the dependent Nafiable." ",

. :Te,.7rees o*f freede7

6N
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a
Value of F

. .

*
.,'' Z. = Value Of E.
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m .(Seeottem 7e) t
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V.thgugh there is al trend away fromlpfesenting analysis of variance summary ipea
tallies, it'iststill good 4ractico. 'An adequaige format fd a one-way analysis of
variance (or tavatiance) is:.,' Or, . ,

49

tI

.,

.- ,

Source of Variancr

Between
a.

Within groups

Total.

p<.05

A

V MS

2 125.95 31.25*

72 -11" -4.03

74 4

If the analySis of variance design is specified in the text as suggested aboveand if the standard deviations associated with each group mean.are,presented; the
analysis of variance qummary table may be omitted. The APA style for presenting
these results within the text is, "Results of the one-way analysis of variance
sholignificant differences among the mean scores of the three groups,'F (2, 72) =31.25, 2(.05."

Almost any set of data can be analyzed in more than one way. In deciding
which analysis or analyses to perform and to report; consider the needs of the
various audiences of your evaluation report. Locally, separate analyses for dif*ferent schools or classrooms may be on interest,. This is fine, but audiences out-side of the.schobl Ostem will be interested in Oefindingothat "Ms. Richards'
class showed improvement but Mr. ThdMpson's-did not," only if the ditferences inthetwp teachers' career education strategies are discussed. It is a fairly com-
mon practice to analyze -outtomes ofsvitdents af,.a given grade level separately by
school or classroom without identify:410m the report any reasons'for differingresults. Unless the career educatihliWperiences of the vas groups are dif-
ferent, identified, a summary anafy -is also should be presented, where all
"career-educated students" are combined AnDio a single group.

sinificantidifferences are found and the study involves three or
morc grolips of,students, a test'gf multip7e comparisons 9.

fte

4
4 If, fcrr example, the eVaLuatioli design includes two groups of students

whoahave experienced different types or amounts'of carer education %nd a
comparison group exposed to little or no career education,, the F statistic
alone does not indioetewhich pair(s)-' of groups are different, and a mul7
tiple comparison test is needed. The stAtiltic and values of its parameters,
as wellfts the results,lohouldube 'Indicated.

. I,

t,

_k!tcrrrct-crtion of resulto

statiecal i'e#Nits

Since many audiences of yciour report will be 'unaware of the principles
s; of statistical Inference it is important to explain the meaning of the

$,
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analysis. Two examples are,1 "Although the career education students scored
on the average somewhat higher than the compariSon group,the't test shows
that the difference in scores was probably a chance occurrence. Thus, these
test results give us no reason to believe that participation in the program
influenced the self-esteem of ninth-graders." "The results 'of the analysis
of covariance show that when we account for chance differences between the
groups' measured reading achievement prior to the program, we can say with
95% confidence that the superior performance of-career education students on
the post-test is due to something other than chance. That is, upon .icomple-
tion of the progrtm, caree dpcation students read better than we wouldex-
pect had they nok partici in the program."

b. Your -:nterpretatio f therleasori for the results

An ineTlfective career education program is only one of many ible ex-
planations of disap ointing valuation results and although it should not be
eliminated as a p sibility, other factors should be explored. Just a few
of these are comp rison groups which are unlike career education groups on
relevant variables, measurement instruments which are inappropriate for the
program or insensitive to instruction and poorly-controlled testing situa-
tions. Formulating defensible hypotheses concerning which of these or other
factors influenced the results requires familiarity with the full context of
theprogram and the evaluation--a familiarity most of the report's readers
will not have. Therefore, your speculation is not only acceptable; it is
desirable, so lonfeas speculation islabelled'as such.

Similarly, career education experiences rarely constitute the only feasi-
ble explanation of positive results, If circumstances would not permit the
application of a tightly-contr011ed evaluation design, addressing the.short-
comings of the-evaluation is more likely to enhance its credibility than to
detract from it. Reinforcing evaluatjon results'with other observations or
research is in ordei especially tf you have reason to believe that the results
are valid but your evaluation model does not allow conclusive cause-and-effect
inferences. If,"-for example, your evaluation of pre- to post-growth without
a reference group yields positive results, the question of whether this growth
would have occurred without career education still remains. You may be able
.to''cite other research indicating that at.this 'age youngsters generally grow

.Very little or even regress'in this area, as is often the case in the affec-
tive domain. Informal observations of teachers, which alone may be inadequate
evidence of program impact, also are effective "back-ups" to objective evalua-
tiON,wsuts. ParticUlarly if these observations are in the form-of case his-
tories they make"!the report both readable and.conviricing.

'Also, if you have reason to believe a particular career education activity
or strategy was a majpr inflAnce on positiye results, share this hypothesis.

'41

Statistical signtfiCance can be and often is achieved with a difference
'between means of one raw score point or less. Thus, you should not .assume
that statistic.aly* significant,results alone dErlonstrate that. the program is
worth maintaining or expelding. Whereas the.judgement of tOe importance of a
given level of student impac't to the school:. systi7.'s'7rioriti% is more appro-
priately made by school administrators thfin by evaluators,,..the e.yaluation re-
,port can discuss the magnitude' of theimpact in ...ays which faciritate these
judgements. Although grade equivalent scores and pk2rcentile,rank-i should not

4 0 ,
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be used for.imalysis, group means on nationelly-normed tests may be 'converted
to these unitiO0r-this purpose. On other tests it may help to convert raw
score means-itfo percentage scores. Another thing to keep in mind'is that some
career educatOn objectives may- seem trivial to some,memberi of your report'saudience. If,y6U'anticipate this problem, it is advisable to explain the rele-
vance of ths'Oljective to the overall goals of career education.

Closely a4Mbciated with.the question of educational significance is that of
cost effectiveness,. A cost analysis may address any one or combination of the -'-"Q
following questions-t, 1) What diVit,cos\jp produce the student impact-identi-
fied by evaluation reSulis? -72) What would it cost to.maintain the program?
3) How does the cost of the program's strategies compare to that of other strat-
egies which produce the same effect? 4) Which coast components could be decreased
or eliminated without seriously affecting student'impact? It is beyond the scope
of the chedielibt to delve into this topic', but we would like to stress that cost
effectieness analysis adds a vgry desirable,dimension to evaluation and is likely
to receive More attention in the future.

This checklist item may be omitted if no statistical significance is achieved.
If results aft statistically significant educational significance should be
addressed. Onlilif the results are judged educationally significant is it appio-

,-,0priate to coRsiter cost effectiveness.

8. Final checks k

a. Clearly labelled tables.

Be sure that tables, indicate what the numbers within the table represent.

b. Accurately` typed numerical data

. Careful proof-reading of final typewritten copy is essential,, as conflicting
data within a report is common but an easily-avoided problem.

)

A
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Application of the Checklist,

Following is an illusttatiye student impact study report. The report is
A

entirely fictitious; any resemblance of the program, the setting,°the instruments,

or the resultaCto anything existing or planned is purely coincidental. The student

impact report should be considered just one section of,a larger evaluation report

which in turn Isone section of a project's performance report.

Marginal notations indicate the checklist item or items addressed in each sec-

tion Of the report. The report discusses three different'studies; as we have de-

fined them and checklist items are subscripted for sections which pertain to only

one or two of these studies.

6C
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The Fourth-Grade MOdel Program:

Its ImRact on Students

The student impact assessment at the fourth-grade level focused on

three evaluation questions associated with the major elementary o jec-

tives of thy:- Career Orientation Project (COP):

1. Does careerducation affect students' reading achievement?
2. Does. career "education affect students' mathematical achievgment?
3. Does career education positively affect students: career aware-

ness? *.

Career Education and, Com arison Groups
.

Lincoln Elementary:SehoplOudged:by the COP staff s the pilot

schopi with the MOstladvanted etettlentafy.t.career education program, served

as theiexperimenial,site. %.Thekadministlition of Washington Elementary
.4

-School _declined the invitatlbri:AL,.4st-spring..to,become.involved'in'the

project but agreed in December to arrange fd../.4thesChOol's fourth graders

to serve as a comparison group- The two schools serve adjacent attendance

zones of a large suburban cordMunitY of primarily white-collar workers, and

both follow the academic curriculum endorsed by the district. Both schools
have a self-contained,,tlassroom organization where students are assigned. ;

randomly to classroom units. However, theenrollmenv_of Lincoln is about .

twice that of Washington, with four classroom units at grade four as com-

pared to two fourth-grade classes at Washington

Since one of the Your fourth-grade teachers at Lincoln attended only

one COP workshop and considers career education a waste of time his stu-

dents were not included in the evaluation. The other three teachers have

been active in career education since attending COP's orientation program

last spring, having participated;n the thirty-hour summer, workshop and in

,monthly meetings with the COP elementiry consultant.

Each teacher made use of the COP-developed curriculum guide, but the

emphasis of various activities varied from class to class, as shown in

Table A. The numbers of field trips, guest speakers, and audio visual

activities were determined from COP's resou -ce center records of the

Icriod of September 7 through ;Sty 13; all,students present on the days

of these activities participated in them. The number of students who

shadowed a pa;gnt ,at work some4me during the year was provided by teach-

ers, who determined the number on the basis of students' oral report;;

Two'teachers maintained a daily record of career education' infusion

into content area lessons with a checklist insEriument formatted as a

61
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calendar. InfuSion was defined as an activity whiCh'SiMnItaneeuSty

addressed an identifiable content area objective' and'anA,dentifiahle
.

_ . __..

career education objective; thus; the infusion data:0I:.Tablkpartially
,

duplicate the data shown for other strat ies. FWexaMpTe;''.a:filtri

about the application of fractions to jobs n the',ecit*iliction:iOdustry

would be considered a math infusion activity as "1..teel,..a.S...aP:..Coc.cupational
,,... -

information audio-visual activity.
; .,J ..

Teacher A ascribes. to the infusion strateiita6c606g. to the

/**7COP elementary consultant, als , applies it extensiyiely.owever, she

' found the checklist system burdensome and never.s.Uhmitted her, monthly
0

reports: -Since the evaluators, were not centraet.ed.lintil December, tho .

-Checklist system did not go into effect unt41:,jan'uary, !.The,COP staff.'

pointed out that these data for 'classes, B slight everT.
. ,

estimate of the extent of infuslorf.througheut:the school year becaUSe

the teachers seemed to become more active *:Career educatien as the

year progressed:.

The teachers of the eqmPariSon group, cl:as.Ses;47ie interviewed by

a member of the evaluation, team 'during r.tyltlAokTtie-e to determine whether. ,

their students, had received career ed .firstruCtion.: Both teachers

were aware of the COP, progrlm .and had atkif-cT4eX-..e:ctilcation, but

neither-had participated in any. formal traiping careet education.

Beth classes had experinced. three:fieldttfPS,:but:clarifyinw queStions
.

indicated that they were-traditional "product7briented" field trips rather

than "career edlication field.. trip t: One of the teacTlers is interested

in values clarificaeidn -and estimated that 'hertlass adexperienced about

one valuing activity per week, Aside IroM these, cases, the comparison

studedts' teaehers'reported no Use.of the activities listed in Table
_

or other connious efferts teward..career:.erienttion in their instruc-

tion.
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TABLE A

Career Education'Activities

of Experimental Group

Q: 5

Seiat!fg.

Class size (In May)

_ Values/self awareness' AV activities

Occupational infoi'MatIbn AV activities

Field trips,

Guest Speakers

Parent shadows (% students)

Infusion (%,)qaily lessons)'

Language arts

Social, studies

Mhh

Dther,r

Class

A B C

24 19 23

13 6d 7,

'3 .12 '27

4 4 4

18 13 0

78% 6i%- 95%

24% 17%'

33% 40%

a 21% 23%

8% 13%

Academic Achievement
4a

1,2
,

.

Conveniently, the district's testing program involved the'aidainistra-4b

tion of the McDonald Achievement Battery. Form GA1 to all fourth graders in
2

mid-September. The reading comprehension and math concepts scales )91,t-tris

battery, with reported
test-retest reliabilities of-482 and .87 respec-

tively, were chosen for analysis.

Two-tailed t-tests for independent groups were applied to the pre-
test scores of the students enrolled in career education. and comparison
group classes in September. No significant differences were found between
the groups on either scale (reading: t(103) a -.68, .0.1; Math: t(1Q5) =
.19, p) .1). Thus,'the analysis of covariance model, which accounts for
random pre-test fferences, was chosen for determining whether the tqo
groups differed on end-of-year achievement.

The reading comprehension and math concepts scales of the McDonald
Form GA were readministered to both groups by their teachers in mid-May.
If a student's pre- or post-score on a given scale was missing, he or she

1

McDonald Test Company, Box 307, Pettsville, Kentucky 44444
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was eliminated from the analyses of that scale. Sixty-four ,e4reer educa-

tion and forty-six comparison students remained in their respeetive

throughout the year; thus; the large majority of exigible students *ere

included in the analyses. Presented in Table B-are mean tc0.4. standard
.v-i.-

deviations, and results of the one-way analysiS of covaytpcsvoeure pre-.

test scores served as the -covariate and post =test scores es th's dependent

variable./
iTS

TABLE B

McDonald Achievement Battery, Results
Raw Scores

Mean/ (Std, Dev.).

Adjusted
4f

6a

6b

7g1,2

7h

7i

1 2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

Scale/Group Pre Post

READING COMP.
. Career Ed 60 22.64 30.35

(6.21) (7.08)
Comparison Al 23.41 29.67

(5.52) (5.75)

MATH CONCEPTS
Career Ed 59 26.11 33.36

(7.42) (7.63)
Cbmparison 43 25.84 29.76

(8.32) (8.50)

8b

Analysis of Covariance

SV V. MS F

30.63 Between 1 18,23 1.67

29.52 Within 4 98 10.91 p).1
Total 99

41,3.24

29.58

Between' 1 52.71 4.23
/

Within 2.2 )4.46 k.05
Total 100

The mean post-test reading score of the career education, group was

'higher than the comparison group's, but even when we take into considera-

tion the career education group's slightly lower 'pre-test scores, these

end-of-year differences are not statistically significant and are prob-

ably due to chance. However, the evaluators learned after becoming in-,

volved with COP that the, district has a state-wide reputavion for its

excellent elementary reading program. Achievgment scores confirm this
4 \

reputation; the grade equivalent of the combined groups' means are 4(3

for the September testing and 5.5 in May. Thus, it may,have bean un-

reasonable to expect the career education program to improv

the already-high-quality reading instruction of, these youn

also should be noted that although no positive effects of

of career education' are evident in reading scores, nor ar

effects.

(4A
64

measurably

oin,,s. It

he inclusion

any negative
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career education group outperformed the'comparison group on

computations scale to a degree which the evaluatorsconsider

educationally,as,well as statistically significant.. The 'difference
%,

between the groups' adjustecFpost-iest means slightly exceeds one-third

of the test's norm group's standard deviation,(3.66/10.31 = ,35), a conk-.

mon- standard for judging educational significance. 2, Put another way, the

grade equiValknt of the career education group's-year-end mean score was
\

5.3 as ,compared. the comparison group's

There are at least three ways in which the career education program

may have

1:

resulted in improved math achievement:

Because teachers learned mom interesting ways to teach math,

by infusing career education into their

more emphasis to this subject area.

2. By recognizing the relevance ofmath to

;,"

lessons, they gave

their present and

future liVes, students became more motivated to learn thess

skills.

3. Through ingreased'"hands-on" experierces 44-!-lying math

concepts to realistic problems, students were more able to

internalize mathematical skills.

Since the infusion of career education ,itit mathematics' was fairly

intense and the elementary curriculum g e emphasi s manipulative

activities and disCusgions of "real-wo ld" applications of mathematics,

both 2 and 3 above were.probably operat ng. Also, COP's Elementary

Consultant reportsthat many elementary teachers have found themselves

devoting more time to math instruction since becoming active in career

education, although he does not recall specifically whether this corn:

ment was made by Lincoln's fourth-grade teachers.

Career Awareness

The progrant's success in developing students' career awareness was

assessed 4,cdmparing the career education and comparison groups' year-

end performance on. the locally-developed Career Quiz. Although no pre-

test data were collected with respect to-this outcome,. the career educa-
,

tion and comparison gloups' equivalence on socio-economic factors and on

0
,......0"2

A Practical Guid to Measuring Project Impact on Student Achievement by
...

D. Horst, K. Tallmadge, and. C. Wood of RMC Research' Corporation, 1975,
9

ERIC number ED 106376, p. 69.
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September academic achievement ,make it reasonable'tO assume that any.

observed difftrences in post-test scores are probably dime to the career

education program.
A

The Career Quiz is a test of occupational knowledge develope 0.4

li
by COP's Elementary Consultant and the evaluation team's Ifistrumentattg.

/..',

Specialist. It consists of 45 matching and multiple-choice it4s dvs4gpoled

to measure knowledge,ot the working conditions of a-variety of. dccupottons

relationshipand_the relationship of school subjects and avocational interests to vari-

,'.ouS occupationg. The test booklet and scoring key are attached. _Job

titles appearing in the test were'sele-cfed to represent all 15 U.S.O.E.

voccupational clusters .and all levels, of educatriOnal preparation. Job

titles were verified in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,and a variety

of materials in COP's resource center were Led to verify the accuracy of

the scoring key.

A portion of a
e
COP curriculumdeVelopment workshop was devoted to-

.,

the'review of the Career Quiz. .The 12 teachTs on the team were asked

to evaluate each test'item'by answering "yes" or "ne'to the following

questions: ,

1. Does the item reflect the intent of the district career

education ;efforts at the elementary level?

. Is it free of sex - stereotyping?

3. Is it free of ambiguity?

4. Are the format and reading level acceptable for at least

ninety percent of fourth graders? (Only- elementary teachers

were asked this.) ,

An additional ten career educators in the state performed the same review

by mail.
fp

Any item which received more than two "no's" for any tone question. or 4;
. .

more than five "no's" for all questidns combined was Te-written c\r- elimi-.'
,

nated. Fifteen original items were eliminatedon the basis 61 question I

. .

and 8 re re-Written on the basis of questions 2, 3, and 4. Test re-

sults are shown below ag- raw scores. Only students'who spent the entire

year in the same classroom were included in'the analysis.

TABLE C

Career Quiz Recults

Group N Std.,Dev. .Mean

;Career 'Education 60' .39 32.22

Comparison : 42 568 12.'.6
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sirp

4( P:- A one-tailed t-test for independent groups confirmed :the signifi-
.

7a-e
3 , ,.

.44,nce of the rather dramatic superiority 9f the career eation group's8a
3

. .

i- .,performance,'.t(100) 18.93, p<:.001. Whereas the comparison group's-
,41ean.ol 33% correct is only slightly above the. t

l

est's "guess rate",the

46: 8c

8a

8c

carger education group's average score was 85% correct. Since the im-.

portance of fourth 'graders 'possession of occupation nowledge may notoccupational

-immediately obvious, the reader is encouraged to review the CliScussion o

the COP career development model presented in the performance report.

These evaluation repults_demonstrate that where the COP career

education model was applied, it resulted in improved math achievement

and career awareness and could be expected to'have the same impact on

other groups of similar students. Furthermbre, the results do not pre-

clude the possibility, that the COP model may affect reading achievement-

'in-a setting where the reading program is in need of improvement.

Even making the unlikely assumption that the only student benefits

of Lincoln's career education program were those addressed in the.evalua-

tion,. we find that the documented benefits were achieved at a relatively

loW grograMmaintenancecbst of about '$5.79 per student. Included in this

calculation are the'costs of four field trips for 66 children at $75.00

.each and $1.23 per student provided by COP to involved teachers fbr pur-

chasing- matey{als.

Not included in the matintenance cost are initial curriculum develop-

ment, inservice training, and the purchase-of durable materials. The main-

tenance of established programs and the introduction of the program into

more schools will require continued inservice training and update of the

curriculum and the materials center. This can be accomplished fof the

district's 12 elementary schools at an annual'cost of $-23;000.00 to cover

both operating expenses and.the salaries.of a curriculum specialist and a

quarter-time secretary.

4.


